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SUMffiRÏ 

On 5 March 1987 a major natural disaster took place in Ecuador as a result of 
a series of earthquakes libóse epioentres were located in the north-east of the 
country, a » earthquakes caused direct damage to buildings in urban and rural 
areas in the provinces of Pichincha, Imbarura and Carchi, where the cities of 
Quito and Ibarra are situated. They also caused huge landslides and floods in 

Although it will probably never be possible to establish the exact nunber 
of deaths, approximately 1 000 people lost their lives. Metre than 5 000 people 
had to be evacuated from the disaster area and re-housed in temporary 
shelters. Some 3 000 dwellings were completely destroyed and a further 12 500 
need to be repaired. Several hospitals and health centres were also affected. 
In addition, the water supply and drainage systems were damaged, as well as a 
rfiBfaw; of educational establishments. 

More than 40 kilometres of the trans-Ecuadorian oil pipeline used to 
transport oil from the Amazon region to the refineries.and export centres, on 
the Pacific coast and the highway connecting the eastern Provinces with the 
rest of the country, were destroyed by floods. Moreover, agricultural 
production was affected by the erosion of arable land by landslides, while the 
floods carried away thousands of head of livestock and covered grazing land 
with sediment. 

Direct damage to the country's social and economic infrastructure has 
been set at US$ 185 million. Indirect damage, which includes extremely heavy 
losses by the petroleum-exporting sector, together with the high costs which 
will be incurred in order to satisfy domestic demand for energy, in addition 
to production losses in the agricultural sector, have been estimated at 
US$815 million. Consequently, the disaster represents a total cost of 
US$ 1 billion. 

The disaster has had harsh consequences on the welfare of the population 
directly affected —some 400 000 people. It should be kept in mind that the 
brunt of the disaster was borne by population groups living in rural and 
marginal urban areas in a number of provinces where unemployment levels and 
rates of illiteracy are high and where the provision of basic social services 
—health, sanitation and education— is limited. In addition, approximately 
75 000 people living in the Amazon region were isolated from the rest of the 
country. Essential supplies needed by this population must be transported by 
air and it has been impossible to bring their products to the markets. These 
circumstances could spark off a spontaneous migration of the population to 
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cities where basic services are already overburdened and where job 
opportunities are extremely limited. 

Under normal circumstances an economy such as that of Ecuador would have 
been capable of absorbing the direct consequences of the disaster. However, In 
1986, mainly as a result of the fall in the prices of oil, gross domestic 
product grew by less than 1.7%, a fiscal deficit of some US$ 42 million was 
run up and the trade surplus fell. At the beginning of 1987 the government was 
even obliged to temporarily suspend payment of its external debt with private 
banks. 

lhe Hjgarf-<»T> brought about a considerable fall in Ecuador's production 
and export capacity. A projection of the performance of the main BBcxoeoonamic 
variables in 1987 reveals the following likely consequences: a fall of 3% in 
gross domestic product; a rise of US$ 900 million in the current account 
deficit; and a fiscal deficit of US$ 500 million. 

It is clear that in spite of its desire to do so, the country does not at 
the present time possess the capacity to deal with the problems arising from 
the disaster and carry out the necessary reconstruction, while at the same 
time meeting its international commitments. 

This document, which has been drawn up by EdAC at the request of the 
Government of Ecuador, provides an independent and objective appraisal of the 
situation following the disaster, together with the repercussions thereof on 
the population affected as well as on the performance of the national economy. 
Moreover, it identifies those areas and issues of greatest importance wherein 
international technical and economic co-operation will need to play a vital 
role in meeting the requirements of rehabilitation and reconstruction 
resulting from the disaster. 
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IMERDDDCTION 

^Background 

lha countries of latin America and tte Caribbean are very often ravaged by 
natural disasters cif various kinds and of varying intensity, lhe havoc wreaked 
by such disasters in the region includes losses to the lame of OB$ i%5 billion 
per year and on the average they claim about 5 600 lives per year. These 
damages gravely undereine the living conditions of the people in the countries 
and î apede any natior^ efforts to achieve sustained economic growth.!/ 

On 5 March 198?> a natural disasterof tremendous proportions oociorred in 
Ecuador and vas caused by a series of earthquakes whose epicentre lay in the 
north east of the country» This disaster adversely affected the living 
conditions of the low^incc»e population nucleus, as houses and basic services 
were oeetroyed. Even worse, it damaged the transportation infrastructure of 
vital sectors: of.the economy, crippling its export capacity and foreign 
exchange earnings. 

Although the damage caused by the disaster is enormous, in normal 
circumstances it might have been absorbed by an economy the size of Ecuador's. 
But the country's economic position had begun to deteriorate in 1986, largely 
because of difficulties in the external sector, due to taie sharp fall in ttoe 
international prices of oil, a product which generates a high percentage of 
the country's foreign exchange. Even before the. disaster, the government had 
been compelled to suspend interest payments temporarily on a part of its 
external debt. 

As a result of this unfavourable situation, in addition to the indirect 
effects of the disaster, which were caused primarily by the taimwrary 
suspension of oil production the country will be unable by itself, to meet its 
reconstruction needs. Ecuador will therefore need cx>-operation fromthe 
international, aamnunity to overeóme ta» problems capeated by the disaster and 
enable the country to continue pursuing its <3evelcpaerrt plans and thius pave 
the way for it to meet its international abli^^ 

In this connection, it i # ^ 
cx>operation to Ecuador has been swift and generous in meeting the most urgent 
needs and undertaking iaraediate rehabilitation work, in fact, on this 
occasion, international solidarity, especially frotó latin America, has been 
remarkable. 

Emaxyanuv • assistance aid has been particularly generous, and very 
important a>*operatian has been received from sons countries cdahtry*s energy 
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Emergency assistance has been particularly generous, and very important 
co-operation has been received from some countries to enable Ecuador to 
temporarily meet its energy needs and to build alternative routes for 
transporting energy and other types of products. 

2. Purpose of the report 

This report, which was prepared at the specific request of the Government of 
Ecuador, seeks to establish guidelines for the work of the national 
authorities and for international community co-operation during the 
rehabilitation and reconstruction stages. The report identifies the economic 
and social sectors that have been most severely damaged by the natural 
disaster and which should, therefore, receive priority attention during the 
stages following the emergency. 

lhe priority topics and areas have been determined according to a 
quantitative and systematic assessment of all the direct and indirect damages 
caused by the disaster and its repercussions on the living conditions of the 
disaster victims and on the economic development of the country. 

At a later stage, the government will have to draw up and submit specific 
rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes and projects, which taking the 
subjects and the areas of action outlined here as the frame of reference, 
could be submitted far consideration by the international community. 

3. lhe mission 

This document was prepared on the basis of the work of a United Nations 
interinstitutional and interdisciplinary mission, which was organized and 
headed by ECXAC, at the request of the Government of Ecuador, lhe mission 
comprised experts in the different subjects included in the assignment and 
with experience of similar events, who were made available by ECtAC and other 
United Nations agencies and institutions. 

The mission received financial and logistical support far its work from 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The staff of the United 
Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCUS) and the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) also participated 
directly. Valuable contributions were also made by the representatives of the 
Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO/NHO) and the World Food Programme 
(MRP), in Ecuador, and from the experts of national projects, financed by UNDP 
and executed by the United Nations fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), and the Department 
of Technical Oo-operation for Development (DICD) and the United Nations Centre 
for Human Settlements (UNCHS). 

The mission also made contact with the representatives and experts from a 
number of multilateral organizations —such as the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) and the Organization of American States (CAS)— and bilateral 
assistance agencies and co-ordinated its activities with them. 
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Hie mission, \¿iich visited Ecuador frca 21 to 31 March, met and consulted 
often with the relevant State and private agencies. It gathered the 
information and documentation available on - tfceconditions prevailing before 
the disaster and on the iaçact of the disaster. The ndssion made «Háte^epot 
visits so as to gain first-hand knowledge of the effects of the natural 
phenomena which caused the tragedy in the first place and on the basis of that 
knowledge, to make some assessments of its own. 

This document is therefore the result of an independent and objective 
evalnatinn of the disaster's impact. In making this assessment the mission 
sought to identify r*=hahi 1 itation and reccnstruction priorities. 

I . DESCKEPTION OF THE HŒNGMENON AND ITS OVERALL EFFECTS 

A. Origin and characteristics of the natural r**»™**™ 

1. The, natural disaster *fcich devastated Ecuador in early March, 1987 began 
with two very severe earthquakes which were followed by a series of events 
\*dch infl trfrpri ocnsiderable damage en the population and seriously affected 

2. The f irs t earthquake occurred at 8:54 P.M. on 5 March arri measured 6.1 on 
tiie Riçi i tse^s^ P.M. the same day and measured 
6.8. In both cases, the focal point, was located less than 10 kilometres deep 
and en both occasions the epicerrtxe lay some 90 kilometres r»rth~east of Quito 
(fee map). Besides these two earthquakes, a succession of aftershocks of 
decreasing intensity occurred thereafter but only some of then were fe l t 
witiheut the aM of instruments. 

3. Although t ^ earthquakes' epic^aitres were located n e ^ 
volcano, an analysis of available scientific irrformaticHi --^xth iristrumental 
and visual-- proves that they were not of volcanic origin,!/ Ibey were 
attributable rather to the release of energy which had been aqomiilated over a 
long period through interaction of the Nazca and South American plates. 

4. lhe earthquakes of 5 March and the series of tremors which followed ape 
not by any means a single and isolated event; and a study of the tectonic 
history of the zone shows that over the last 120 years, at least three 
catastrophes of, cxmçarable magnitude have taken place.3/ However, the 
population i s not aware of how often these events may oocur. This topic should 
be taken into account in order to mitigate the aonseçpenoes of future 

5. The earth tremaras cUrectly damaged dwellings and buildings as well as 
basic services, both in the areas immediately surrounding the epiaentres and a 
very wide area located in the ^<¡cÁxi¿t^t TS^SOXCA and Carchi. Provinces 
including the c i t i e s of Quito and Ibarra, which l i e to the west of the 
epicentres. 
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6. The earthquakes triggered huge landslides from the steep hillsides in an 
area some 100 square kilometres around the epicentres, m this area, 
unconsolidated materials which had been saturated by the previous days' rains 
were rapidly swept away to the lower reaches of the area, deeply eroding the 
hillsides and depositing huge quantities of mud, stones and trees in the 
riverbeds of the Amazon catchment area —in Napo Province— and causing the 
damming up of some rivers. 

7. These dams subsequently gave way, causing extraordinary floods in some of 
the rivers in the Amazon region; they breached their normal course and wrecked 
roads, bridges, oil pipelines and some human settlements. On reaching the 
valley planes they deposited huge amounts of material that had been dragged 
down, which in some cases was several metres deep. 

8. The mud-flows and the swollen rivers altered the geography of the area to 
the east of the epicentre. However, the danger still remains that fresh 
landslides might cause similar damage in zones which have been spared so 
far.5/ 

9. In the region west of the epicentre, the earthquakes affected not only 
the scattered rural population, by damaging or destroying their houses and 
some services and production Infrastructure works, but also several large 
urban centres such as Quito and Ibarra. In these cities there was damage to 
housing, educational and health infrastructure, water supply and sewage 
services and even the historical and cultural heritage. It should be 
remembered that Quito's historical centre is a part of mankind's heritage. 

10. In the Amazon region lying east of the epicentre, the landslides and the 
swollen rivers demolished the dwellings of the scattered rural population, cut 
off many stretches of the only highway into the Amazon, several bridges and 
the trans-Ecuadorian oil pipeline, and affected crops and livestock. 

11. Although the direct damage to houses, essential services and means of 
production of a rural and urban population of about 75 000 persons seriously 
jeopardized their welfare and reduced their income, the repercussions at the 
national level were very limited as noted below. The natural phenomenon, 
however, had other a»sequences which —although they were due to very 
localized damages in a small area— affected the whole country and its entire 
population. 

12. These indirect effects stem, on the one hand, from the fact that the only 
oil pipeline from the Amazon region to the sierra and the coast to meet the 
country's domestic and export energy requirements has been cut off. Some oil 
production has been suspended, oil has to be imported to prevent the country 
from grinding to a halt and a high percentage of the national exports and the 
foreign exchange earnings have been cxiipramised. Furthermore, the only 
passable highway into the Amazon region has been cut, leaving the people there 
isolated. Serious difficulties are being encountered in transporting essential 
goods to them and they even face the risk of losing their produce. 
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Map 

IÛCftnCN OF IHE EPICENTRES IN ECUADCR 

HOÊg:, a e bcunî uries shewn c»i this B>̂ ) do not inply official endorseinent or 
ê oepbettioe by the ttiited Nations 
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B. Emergency measures adopted 

13. Since epicentres were located in areas close to the Reventador volcano, 
the initial impression was that the volcano had erupted. Seme emergency plans 
had been drawn up beforehand to meet such an emergency. Because the site was 
difficult to reach and the population scattered, during the first few days it 
was difficult to ascertain the nature of the disaster which had struck and the 
extent of the damage thus caused. 

14. The government's first emergency measures were to search for victims, to 
reach the people and areas that were isolated, to assess the number of people 
affected and then, after the disaster, to assess the damage to the oil and 
highway infrastructure. Officials in public agencies assigned priority to 
emergency activities. 

15. In addition to appealing to the international comtunity far assistance 
and collaboration in alleviating the serious plight of the ravaged provinces, 
the government also adopted a number of measures to deal with the emergency. 
High on the list of economic measures which came into effect on 13 March, were 
the suspension of the external debt payment to private banks, an increase in 
fuel prices, an austerity plan for fiscal expenditure and the freezing of 
prices of 20 essential goods. 

16. The Civil Defence Authority, working through its provincial divisions 
co-ordinated assistance to the disaster victims. From the beginning, the 
Authority worked in dose collaboration with officials from various 
institutions such as the Provincial Health Authority, the Ministries of Social 
Welfare, Public Education and Sports, Government, the Armed Forces Joint 
Command, the Ecuadorian Red Cross, the National Police, the Yellow Cross and 
the National Child and Family Institute. Students and volunteers also 
assisted. The Civil Defence Authority delegated the responsibility to the 
provincial units and co-ordinated the delivery of food rations to the disaster 
victims with the National Staple Foods institute (EME&0VXT). 

17. One of the first measures co-ordinated by the Civil Defence Authority was 
the evacuation of families and disaster victims who were wandering aimlessly 
looking for less dangerous areas. The Quito Town Council prepared the John 
Paul U shelter located in the Tejar sector to receive the dlflawtar victims 
and transported around 1 000 of them there; it also set up camps in Baeza, 
Borja and Chaco. Subsequently, the people evacuated were transported to the 
Háchala settlement in Conocoto, which is run by the Ministry of Social 
Welfare. As time went by, the residents of the shelter who came mostly from 
Napo and Pichincha gradually left and resumed a normal life in different parts 
of the country. People were also evacuated to Quito via Lago Agrio and Coca. 
Around 3 000 persons were evacuated from the environs of places such as Chaco, 
Reventador, Baeza Viejo, Santa Rosa and Santa Rita. 

18. In order to send assistance to the disaster victims as quickly as 
possible, the Executive established a National Emergency Operations Centre 
(C0EN) with the General Secretary of the National Security Council as the 
Cb-cvdinatxn>in-chief and composed of the Ministers of State and the Director 
of the National Civil Defence Authority. The COEN became the agency for 
channelling assistance to the earthquake victims. 
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19. The OOHí d^ined three disaster areas: '-.v.: 

a) ühe sanear diaastcr area, extendirg trem Ba«a to lago Agrio, which 
suxiersa tas greauBSv loss in xerms ox nunan iixe ana inz3*ascxucxure; 

1^ She lesser disaster area, including the HaetK of Pichincha province 
and Carchi and Imbahura Provinces;and -* 

c) The area of affected persons, which was so called because supplies 
vaze completely cot off whan the land route between the-Aaazon Region and the 
Moinitains WJBS desteoysd. • • • 

20. The National Civil Defence Authority was given responsibility far thé 
first two areas and the National Mobilization Authority, responsibility for 
the third one. The CCQï drew up a three-stage national emergency plan. The 
first or evacuation stage is considered complete. The second or settlement 
stage, is now underway; and the third or reconstruction stage, is a gradual 
process which is expected to last several Months. 

21. In the areas which are under the Civil Defence Authority's responsibility 
sene of the services offered have included providing supplies, shelter and 
ccwunicatien; evacuation; establishing camps; arranging transport and 
distributing essential fcod items and medicines by means of airlifts and by 
land. Money and assistance in kind have been channelled to Civil Defence 
provincial units and ccanunity councils. An emergency teleoaenaiications 
networic was also started and Medical and health care f or the disaster victims 
was increaead. Up to 21 March, the Civil Defence Authority estiteted that the 
cost of assistance to the disaster victims charged to its own budget stood at 
22 Million sucres, m the area placed under the responsibility of the National 
Mobilization Authority, where supplies were cut off, supply centres were 
established at lago Agrio and Coca, which serve as bases for the airlifts and 
river transport, lhe Ministry of Agriculture, through the National Enterprise 
for Product Storage and Marketing (ENAC) and EMFR3VTT, also supplied and 
txansporcea essencial gooas to tne area. 

22. As land cxmntmications were cut off, the Ecuadorian Air Force and the 
Army's Specialized Air Wing began to operate an airlift in the Major disaster 
areas. This airlift has been absolutely vital in providing transport and in 
evacuating people and moving supplies, medicines and essential goods to the 
Amazon region. Each aircraft made three or four flights a davy and connected 
with sac helicopters which overflew the area fren lago Agrio bringing 
assistance to the disaster victias. This airlift combined with river 
transport, has mede it possible to send assistance to the areas most severely 
hit by the disaster. Sonto countries have even sent planes to assist in the 
airlift. However, the COEN feels that if the supply shortage continues, 
greater efforts must be made to bring help to some 75 000 inhabitants of the 
Amazon region, most of who» are scattered in areas which are difficult to 
reach. 

23. C*i 20 March the State Ccntroller-General published a final decree giving 
instruction» on the management of the material and financial resources and on 
the provision of services to the disaster victias. This decree establishes a 
Civil Defease Contingency Fund, consisting of budget allocations for 
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emergencies, with transfers from the National Emergency Funds, donations and 
assistance whether from within or outside the country and any other resource 
intended for the emergency or for reconstruction, lhe order lays down a 
complete set of rules for administering all of the fund's resources. In 
addition to establishing these rules, the order, stated that during the 
reconstruction stage, priority should be given to repairing the oil pipeline, 
oil pumping stations, the parallel highway, schools, hospital services and 
private housing. 

24. une official agencies also took other measures, such as creating a loan 
scheme for home rehabilitation and reconstruction, channelled through the 
National Housing Board and the Ecuadorian Housing Bank, and the settlers' 
resettlement programme. Under this programme, the Ecuadorian Agrarian Reform 
and Settlement Institute (IERAC) will finance the infrastructure far dividing 
up unused State land in Napo province into 600 fifty-hectare holdings. One 
Ministries and institutions in all sectors, including health, education, 
housing, social welfare, ccnmunications, energy and agriculture, have 
redoubled their efforts to meet the emergency by tackling the most urgent 
problems and preparing programmes for the rehabilitation and reconstruction 
phases. 

25. National solidarity with the disaster victims and foreign assistance and 
co-operation have both been extraordinarily generous. Aid has been flawing in 
from all corners of Ecuador, in the form of money, foodstuffs, essential 
goods, clothing, voluntary services, etc. in the majority of cases, the aid 
has been channelled through multiple aid institutions and occmittees of 
solidarity with the disaster victims. The radio and television campaigns have 
been particularly effective in collecting money and contributions. So have 
public drives and contributions from the staff of public and private 
institutions. 

26. Many religious and voluntary institutions have stepped up their efforts 
during the emergency and have organized themselves to obtain resources which 
will enable them to take part in the rehabilitation and reconstruction 
programmes. Just to give one example of the efficiency of the oomnunity and 
humanitarian aid at the national level, the Aid Oonmittee for the earthquake 
victims advised that the television campaign had brought more than 350 million 
sucres worth of contributions in money and in kind. 

27. International assistance and co-operation were received from many 
countries during the very early days. Over 22 ncn-governmental agencies 
throughout the world also contributed generously in money, kind and services. 
Colombia, Mexico, Nigeria, the United States of America and Venezuela have 
helped to meet the country's energy needs, to rehabilitate and reconstruct the 
oil pipeline and highway infrastructure, and to fulfil a part of the country's 
crude oil export comnitments. Institutions such as the Red Cross have done a 
fine job and have collaborated in channelling the funds and contributions from 
the countries. 

28. lhe united Nations system has contributed substantially with personnel 
services and financial support from its agencies. For example, the Office of 
the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNERO) quickly evaluated the 
emergency needs and coordinated the flow of international aid to Ecuador, lhe 
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the World Bank, the European Eoahonac Óommuniity and bilateral assistance 
organizations have also collaborated. 

29. Aid fren governments'-~ întS ircm~ international and non-governmental 
organizations, contributions channelled through the Rod Cross, and 
contributions from the United Naticfjs emergency system —excluding the special 
aid from the countries to the energy sector— at 26 April 1987 exceeded 
US§ 8 million. , 

30. Ttt summary, the government and people of Ecaxador have made a> laudable 
effort to lAset the' emergency;., needs and international - co-operation, both 
bilateral and; multilateral, has'been a valuable arid timely cxnplemaxt to that 
effort'duriftg the difficulties that had to be suüjpunted iir^d>ately after the 
disaster. "'••"" '' •..,-.•'••••"-*-*••. 

H . ASSESSMENT OF DAM&M 

A.Oyeryiew 

31. An estimate of the earthquake damage throughout the country is given 
below, in order to ascertain the extent of the damage and identify the sectors 
áos% s^ereî^ bjfc, so that':ti^ can rfóeíye priority attention immediately 
aroir'lbe emergency. •" 

32. lhe estiitate given here Is not strictly accurate because it was made a 
few days after tne disaster When very little information was available. 
However, accuracy had to be sacrificed in order to provide appropriate 
guidelines as quickly as possible far the work of the national authorities and 
any aid «hieh may come from the International ccnnunity, during the 
renabilitaticri arri recoristruction phases which must begin as soon as possible. 

33. îhe informatioh available when these estimates were made was incomplete. 
It was provided bota by authorized government sources and by private agencies 
with recognized authority and by experts from international and bilateral 
organizations/in some cases too, the information was complemented by field 
cVtta obtained by the ECLAC mission. It is felt, that «hile the estimates have 
their limitations, they will be able to convey the order of magnitude of the 
damages and as stated before, can reliably be used for the orientation 
purposes previously referred to. 

34. Using a methodology that was developed on the basis of many similar 
cases, an estimate of the direct damages caused by the eartnquajge, >^.made and 
in all cases, these estimates ware calculated as the cost of replacing the 
property destroyed and repairing the property damaged. 'inçîiricjfl.qœfca*£3^' 
also estimated such as crops which could not be reaped' because of direct 
damages and the increased costs which would have to be incurred or the lower 
income earned in providing certain services. 

35. As a rule, the figures for damage were calculated in the national 
currency and then converted to dollars at the rate of 150 sucres to the 
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dollar. The figures for oil and oil products were calculated directly in 
dollars at expected international trading prices. 

B. Social infrastructure 

1. Ttoalt-h 

36. Ihe buildings and equipment of health establishments, located in the 
areas most affected by the disaster, suffered considerable damage. These were 
mainly hospital and health centres as well as administrative buildings located 
in urban areas, which belong both to public sector agencies and to religious 
institutions and comnunity associations. A total of 23 buildings in this 
sector were damaged by the earthquakes. 

37. Damage to the buildings of the Ecuadorian Institute of Social Security, 
both in urban and rural areas, was minimal. However, the buildings owned by 
the Ministry of Health were seriously damaged, since these were older 
structures whose replacement in some cases was already envisaged in the plans 
of the sector; their construction will now have to be brought forward. A 
number of ncav-governmental health establishments situated in the eastern 
region also sustained damages. 

38. Direct damage to these buildings, including the cost of replacing 
equipment and furniture, was estimated on the basis of a list of damages 
prepared for each establishment and the current unit costs. Total damage is 
calculated to be 100 million sucres (US$ 0.66 million), of which 98% 
represents damage to public sector installations §/ (see table 1). 

39. lhe drinking water supply and sewage systems were damaged by the 
earthquakes, particularly in small urban and rural communities, whereas those 
in the cities of Quito and Ibarra were only slightly damaged, lhe most common 
forms of damage were the partial or total destruction of the water-intake 
systems, treatment works, main and distribution pipelines, as well as 
connections to homes; there were blockages of some sewage systems and 
inspection chambers in urban areas, lhe supply of water had to be cut off or 
temporarily restricted in a number of cases; after a few days, however, 
services were almost normal after emergency repair works were undertaken, 
excepting some localities in province of Napo where difficulties were still 
being experienced. 

40. lhe cost of repairing direct damage to water supply and sewage systems 
was estimated at 192.5 million sucres (US$ 1.3 million). Ihis figure was 
calculated an the basis of a list of damage submitted by the institutions of 
the sector and on current unit costs. It is estimated that of this amount, 78% 
represents damage in urban areas and the remaining 22% damage to rural systems 
serving scattered populations (see table 1). 
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s'viç^jpéçfÉù 

fîn millions of sucres! 

Sector. subsector Total Direct ^frttrfr 
caœpcnant 

Total 

í tals and health 
centres 
Driridng water and 

4 525 

100 

4 525 

100 

193 

¿xá 
3 099 

193 
A 133 
3 099 

403 

8 

334 

54 

Education 
Hpusjng 

^ ~ ^ ~ 

a/ Value of ocnponents that will have to be imported in the absence of 
national production. 

41. The potential earnings lost as a result of the interriçrtion of services 
due to the damage was not taken into account since only a snail sunt is 
involved. The higher costs of supplying water of proper quality bo seme 
localities in the east have been tabulated under the heading of emergency 
expenses. 

2. Education 

42. Damage to the educational infrastructure was particularly serious in 
urban areas where there were school buildings with very old structures or 
dwelling houses that had been adapted to serve as school buildings. 

43. In the provinces of Pichincha, Imbabura and Carchi there was partial 
damage to walls, roofs and interior installations and some structural damage; 
some establishments, however, will hive to be replaced by new buildings. In 
the eastern region, several educational establishments were ccnplètely 
deálwyèâ aiia ^ 

44. In order hot to interrupt the school year it has been necessary to 
organize two or even three shifts in some of the establishments that were not 
affected, thus rendering the task of teaching more difficult. 

45. Direct damage in this sector was estimated at 1 133 million sucres 
(US$ 7.6 million) « Of this amount, 76% represents damage to educational 
establishments in urban areas, while the remaining 24% represents damage to 
schools in rural areas. It should be noted that the greatest damage (97%) was 
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sustained by public sector establishments. Ihe rehabilitation and 
reconstruction of the infrastructure in this sector will affect the balance of 
payments of the country since an amount of 334 million sucres will be required 
to import laboratory equipment which is not produced locally (see table 1). 

3. Housing 

46. Ihe earthquakes damaged or destroyed an estimated total of 15 475 housing 
units in the urban (44%) and rural (56%) sectors. It is estimated that one 
fifth of the total (3 042 units) will have to be completely rebuilt, while the 
remaining 12 433 units will require some type of repair. 

47. Most of the rural and urban dwelling houses that were damaged in the 
interior of the country were constructed from "tapia" (walls of clay) or adobe 
and had been in need of repair. These had been constructed using methods and 
materials that could not stand up to the tremors. In the eastern region, 
wooden houses that were in poor condition or poorly constructed were damaged. 
In Quito, 1 000 dwelling houses in the central area, which were also in need 
of some repair before the disaster, sustained damage. 

48. The cost of repairing or rebuilding the houses was estimated on the basis 
of the number and characteristics of the damaged or destroyed units and the 
current unit costs for repairing or rebuilding, at 3 006 million sucres 
(US$ 20 million) .7/ 

49. Damage to the furniture in the damaged houses was estimated at 10% of the 
value of the typical inventory far the various types of dwellings. This 
amounted to an additional 93 million sucres (US$ 0.6 million), which raises 
the total damage in the sector to 3 099 million sucres (see table 1). 

C. Economic infrastructure 

1. Transport 

50. The landslides caused by the earthquakes and the ensuing river floods 
caused direct damage to the road infrastructure and to vehicles, thus creating 
serious problems of the isolation of the important agricultural area located 
around Lago Agrio. 

51. Hare specifically, a 45 kilometre stretch of the highway linking Baeza 
with Lago Agrio was cut between El Salado and Río Dashino. Several bridges 
with a combined length of over 600 linear metres were also washed away and 
destroyed. In addition, there was considerable damage to the network of main 
highways and to feeder roads in the eastern region. A large number of trucks 
and vehicles were destroyed or damaged by the flood waters. 

52. The landslides considerably modified the geography of the region and the 
possibility exists that such phenomena may occur again in future. It will 
therefore be necessary to give careful consideration to changing the alignment 
of the highway and the location of bridges. The precise cost of such 
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modifications can only be determined later. Nonetheless, the value of the 
stretch of highway and the bridges that were destroyed is 1 800 million sucres 
(US$ 12 million) (see table 2). 

53. The direct cost of repairing 614 kilometres of the main highway system 
and a still to be determined combined length of feeder roads in the eastern 
region has been estimated at 914 million sucres 8/ (US$ 6.1 million). 

54. The cost of replacing the vehicles that were destroyed or damaged by the 
landslides has been calculated at 43 million sucres (US$ 0.3 million) in 
direct damage. 

55. Finally, the railway line between Ibarra and San Lorenzo was damaged by 
the earthquakes and service was interrupted for five days. The direct cost of 
repairing it will be 5 million sucres; the indirect cost in terms of the loss 
of potential earnings by the company was minimal and has not been taken into 
account. 

56. The damage described so far has also had various indirect effects and 
costs arising from the need to use alternative routes and means of transport 
in order to prevent the eastern region from being cut off and to rehabilitate 
the trans-Ecuadorian oil pipeline. 

57. While the reconstruction of the destroyed roadway between El Salado and 
Rio Dashino is being planned and undertaken, various alternative means need to 
be found to transport goods and people from and to the eastern region. In this 
regard, the most economic alternative is the opening up of an alternative road 
—including a stretch of pilot road between Baeza and the eastern region— 
with an alignment south of the damaged highway,*)/ for which an investment of 
657 mil H o n sucres (US$ 4.4 million) is required (see table 2). 

58. During the construction of this alternative roadway of the most 
rudimentary "type (pilot road), which is estimated to take four months, people 
and goods will have to be transported by air and by river, giving rise to an 
indirect cost —attributable to the disaster— that is estimated at 945 
million sucres (US$ 6.3 million) (see table 2). 

59. It is hoped that the ccnstruction of the pilot road over the alternative 
route will permit the movement of goods and people referred to above, although 
the transport of heavy goods will create œrtain problems, lhe œet of 
transporting such goods and people will, however, be higher than on the 
original Baeza-Iago Agrio stretch since the new road will be longer and of 
lesser quality. This higher cost is estimated to be 150 million sucres (US$ i 
million) over a period of one year, which constitutes an indirect dost 
attributable to the disaster. 

60. On the other hand, although it has been pointed cut that the definitive 
reconstruction of the staretxh of Mgnway between ,El Salado and Rip Dashiño 
will not be undertaken until the new alignment is determined, it is essential 
to rebuild as quickly as possible the oil end gas pipelines that run parallel 
to it following an almost identical alignment. For this, it w i n be necessary 
to build a rudimentary road and construct a number of Bailey-type bridges to 
enable the machinery and piping to be brought in. The estimated cost of this 
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Table 2 

ECUADOR: DAMAGE TO ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

(In millions of sucres) 

Sector, subsector Total 
Damage 
Direct Indirect 

Imported 
component 

Total 

Transport 

6 196 

5 724 

3 290 

2 762 

2 996 

2 962 

2 868 

3 541 
Baeza-Lago Agrio 
highway 

Highway and feeder 
road systems 

Vehicles 

Railway network 

Baeza-Ooca alternative 
route 

Air transport for 
four months 

Higher transport 
costs 

Pilot road for building 
of oil pipeline 

Electricity 

Production 
infrastructure 

Lines and substations 

Worksites for two 
projects 

Higher generating 
costs 

Source: ECIAC estimates, 

1 800 

914 
43 

5 

657 

945 

150 

1 110 

572 

20 

19 

489 

44 

1 800 

914 
43 

5 

-

— 

-

— 

528 

20 

19 

489 

based on official figures. 

-

-

-

-

657 

945 

150 

1 110 

44 

-

-

-

44 

-i_ _ ! „ « — „ 

-by 

518 
41 

-

538 

567 

-

877 

327 

-

-

327 

^ 

production» 
by The imported cxxnponent i s not indicated since rebuilding will be 

undertaken at a later date. 
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will be 1 110 million sucres <U5$ 7>4 *teJÀcri)í which will be entered as an 
indirect cost. 

: 61. In short, the disaster resulted in direct costs in the eectca: of 2 762 
million" sucres (US$ 18.4 mil|iicp);|Ji!9iie costs* 
indirect costs estimated at 2 862 million sucres more (US$ 19 million). The 
total estimated cost of the damage is therefore 5 624 million sucres (US$ 37.5 
million), which, moreover, will adversely affect the country's balance of 
payments since the reconstruction proaess will require imports worth 2 541 
million sucres (US$ 16.9 million) (see table 2). 

2. Itei^oomBMnimtions 

62. lhe earthquakes and landslides caused no damage to the telecommunications 
..system, However, the disaster highlighted the need to provide a number of 
rural communities with adequate t^eccmjnunications systems which they 
currently lack.10/ 

>. &egMcJty 

63. The earthquakes, lanrisi idm* and floods caused damage to,a number of power 
generating pOÍôntsr the transmissiez lines ̂  rf raticfial grid system, and to 
the work sites of two hydroelectric plants currently under construction. 
Moreover, they had indirect consequences since it became necessary to 
temporarily suspend electeic^^ in some cities, and to replace the 
energy generated in hgò^ by energy produced in thermal plants, 
whale the cost of power generation in some thermal plants was increased owing 
fce» the higher past of tera^ 

64. The direct costs of the disaster have been estimated at 528 million sucres 
(US$ 3.5 million), which includes the cost of repairing damaged generating 
plants and transmission systems (39 million) and the oost of repairing and 
rebuilding two construction sites (489 million) I V (see table 2). 

65. The indirect costs have been estimated at 44 million sucres 
(US$ 0.3 million) and include overruns in the budgeted costs of ongoing 
projects (6 million), higher generating costa K^^f^a^iQi^^^iskí^Gitg & 
thermal plants (7.5 million), the hia£er oost of fuel oil used in the thermal 
plants (30 million), and the loss in potential earnings of the enterprise as a 
result of the wterxuptiot*of the, service ia Quito Í0%5 muait») (see 
table 2). 

66. Thus, tiie total cost of repairing the ciamage-caused by the disaster to the 
€0jsc|r|ci*y sector hfia been ̂  3r,ft miaiionj, 
This will have an adverse effect on ti*s jopuntr^ 
estimated at 327 million sucres (U5$ 2.2 million), since it will be necessary 
t£ ; impórtaseme materialsand eajdpment which are not produced•..in* tiae country 
(see table 2). ••••. 
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D. Productive sectors 

67. lhe disaster caused direct damage to the productive infrastructure and 
resulted in considerable indirect costs owing to the reduction or suspension 
of production and the consequent financial losses. 

1. Agriculture and livestock sector 

68. Losses in the agriculture and livestock sector include erosion and silting 
of farmlands and pasture, loss of livestock, damage to the infrastructure of 
the sector —-particularly to irrigation systems—; reduced production of some 
goods for domestic consumption and for export owing to the temporary 
abandonment of land by farmers or the temporary interruption of transport 
services between the affected areas and the centres of consumption; and the 
cost of financing emergency crops. 

69. m the agricultural sector, damage to the capital stock includes the 
erosion or silting up of about 400 hectares of land devoted to various crops; 
sundry damages in six public irrigation districts and in one private system 
covering an area of approximately 15 700 hectares, damage to other 
infrastructural works in the sector; and the loss of perishable products in 
storehouses. Ihis direct cost has been estimated at 180 million sucres (US$ 
1.2 million) 12/ (see table 3). 

70. Damage was caused to seasonal crops and to permanent plantations whose 
products were about to be harvested or were being harvested, among which, in 
order of decreasing importance, were coffee, African palm, corn and beans, 
green oranges and others. The shortfall in the crop of each one of these has 
been estimated, taking into account a period of one month of partial 
abandonment by farmers and a further period of three months during which the 
roads linking the Amazonian region to Quito and other centres of consumption 
or export will be impassable. These indirect costs are calculated at 1 063 
million sucres (US$ 7.1 million) (see table 3). 

71. It is estimated that the National Development Bank will not be able to 
recover loans in the amount of approximately 600 million sucres (US$ 4 
million), extended to farmers whose crops have been reduced. Ihis loss will be 
accounted for in chapter III, under public sector finances. In addition, it 
was necessary to provide financing to undertake emergency crop programmes in 
some regions, at a cost of 390 million sucres (US$ 2.6 million). 

72. m the livestock sector damage took the form of the loss of 3 000 head of 
cattle and the erosion or silting up of approximately 2 500 hectares of 
pasture land in the eastern region. This damage was estimated at 155 million 
sucres (US$ 1 million) (see table 3). 

73. m addition, there will be a drop in milk sales in the eastern region 
since the product cannot be brought to the market on account of the temporary 
blockage of the access roads for an estimated period of four months. This 
represents indirect damage resulting in losses of 5.8 million sucres. 
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Table 3 

ECUADOR: DAMAGE 

.-'•- V 'i i .' ••-' ":'- . IO; 

Sectaar, ER±«ectoar 
and headings 

Total 

Agriculta*»! seçtap 

Looses of capital 

IN THE AGRICUIUUKE AND 
fin millions of sucres) 

Total 

1794 

1 633 

180 

Damage 
Direct 

335 

180 

180 

LIVESTOCK SEC] 

Indirect 

1 459 

1 453 

OCR 

Import/ 

a/ 

731 

731 

-Eroded/silted 
lands (400 hectares) 40 40 

- Infraestrurture including 
irrigation works 

- Products in storage 

Production losses 
(through abandonment 
or lack of access) 

- Coffee (20 000 hectares) 
'— ftfrieaW palm 
- Corn, beans 
- Green oranges 
- ether products 

Emergency crop programmes 

livestock sector 

Losses of capital 

- 3 000 head of cattle 
- Lost/silted up pasture 
land (2 500 hectares) 

127 
13 

1 063 

701 
140 
95 
67 
10 

390 
161 

155 

105 

50 

127 
13 

_ 

-

155 

155 

105 

50 

-

1 063 

751 
140 
95 
67 
10 

390 

ê 

-

. . • ~ 

5 

726 

726 

-

'1 

" — 

Losses from reduced milk 
production owing to 
lack of access 6 - 6 

Source; ECIAC. based on figures provided by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and other sources. • 

§/ Import cor export reqiiixements which cannot be met. 
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74. lhe total damage to the agriculture and livestock sector therefore 
amounts to 1 794 million sucres (US$ 12 million) of which 335 million (19%) 
represent direct costs and 1 459 million (81%) indirect costs (see table 3). 

75. Ihe above figures represent only a small fraction of the product of the 
sector for the country as a whole; however, they represent substantial losses 
of earnings for the individual producers in question. These losses in 
production also result in losses or adverse consequences for the balance-of-
payments situation of the country —which will be taken into account in the 
macroecanomic balance in chapter H I — since exports of coffee will be reduced 
and it may become necessary to import vegetable oil to make up for lost 
national production. 

2. Hydrocarbons 

76. The landslides and river floods cut the trans-Ecuadorian oil pipeline 
which links the oil-producing area of Lago Agrio with the refinery and export 
terminal at Balao in Esmeraldas and which ran alongside the highway between 
Baeza and Lago Agrio. This interrupted the flow of crude oil from the eastern 
region, which accounts for 99.6% of national output. No damage has been 
detected in the production wells in the Lago Agrio oil field; however, when 
production resumes, a number of problems may arise which are now impossible to 
foresee. 

77. A 33-kilcmetre stretch of the 26-inch diameter oil pipeline, between El 
Salado and Río Dashiñb, suffered interruptions. Ihe civil engineering works in 
the pumping station at El Salado were affected; however, the pumping equipment 
seems capable of being repaired. A similar stretch of the 6-inch gas pipeline 
between Shushufindi and Quito, which runs parallel to the oil pipeline and the 
highway, was also cut; an additional 12 kilometres of different stretches of 
the same gas pipeline were also destroyed. Finally, there was damage to a 
1 000-metre stretch of the 10-inch lines from Campo Bermejo, and to accessory 
works located near the Aguarico river. 

78. The direct cost of rebuilding the pipelines and related works, and of 
the estimated 100 000 barrels of oil that was spilled on account of the 
rupturing of the pipeline, is estimated to be 18 250 million sucres (US$ 120 
million). Repair work is expected to take four months, which means that 
operations might be resumed between 10 and 15 August of this year. It should 
be mentioned that, in view of the urgent need to restore the flow of oil, and 
after briefly studying various alternatives, the government decided to rebuild 
the oil pipeline virtually along its original route, thus avoiding greater 
delays and larger investments.13/ The possibility exists, however, that 
unexpected problems may arise during construction, which may extend the 
construction period before operations can be resumed and increase the cost of 
the works. 

79. Although the direct costs of the damage to the oil pipeline are 
themselves relatively high, the cost of the indirect damage is several times 
greater and has serious repercussions on the economic activity of the country 
as a whole. These indirect costs include the loss of income from oil exports, 
and the higher costs of satisfying domestic demand for petroleum products. 
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80. During the period from 5 March —vftien the oil pipeline was damaged—' and 
15 August, the domestic demand for oil products will be met from two sources. 
lhe first is by means.of a Venezuelan loan of five million barrels of crude 
oil (three ml 11 \orí!barrels) and reconstituted crude (two million), whose 
equivalent in crude oil from the Oriente oil fields will have to be returned 
to Venezuela within a period of 180 days from^the resumption of exports from 
EcuadoTriV as well as by the purchase of refined oil products (1.1 million). 
lhe second is Ecuadorian caadé oil fren the Oriente oil fields which will be 
tranepatted to the bolctibian port of Tumaco using and extending the Colombian 
trans^Andean oil pipeline. This involves the construction of 32 kilometres of 
pipeline in Ecuadorian territory and a further U kilcmetres in Colombian 
territory. Fren Ttanaco, 50 000 barrels a day of Ecuadorian crude oil will be 
transported in tankers to the Ecuadorian refineries in the Santa Elena 
Peninsula* • 

81. Ihere are additional problems concerning the domestic supply of energy. 
Firstly, owing to the rupture of the Shushufindi-Quito gas pipeline it will be 
necessary to pay higher costs for the supply of liquid gas to Quito, since 
alternative routes and means will have to be found. Secondly, meeting the 
demand far products in the eastern region —where the existing refinery has a 
limited capacity^- will entail hioher transport costs.Wfc:; 

82. lhe indirect costs of the disaster as regards the supply of domestic 
requirements of oil products, until repairs to the oil and gas pipelines are 
completed, have been estimated at 13 526 million sucres (US$ 90 million). Uiis 
includes the investment in the alternative oil pipeline to Colombia/ the 
transportation costs of the borrowed Venezuelan crude and the Ecuadorian crude 
to be transported via the alternative route through Colcmbia, the value of the 
replacement crude, the higher transport costs of liquid gas, and the higher 
transport costs of oil products to the eastern region (see table 4). 

83. Exports of crude oil have had to be suspended until the oil pipeline can 
be made operational again. Meanwhile, a loan of 7.5 million barrels from 
Venezuela and another of 10 000 barrels per day froro Nigeria has been 
obtained. This will be enough to meet a part of the export commitments, lhe 
Venezuelan loan is repayable within 210 days from the date of resumption of 
exports from Ecuador, and it will have to be returned to the port of origin 
(Curacao). No details were available concerning the conditions of the loan 
from Nigeria, but from, all indications these will be similar to tiie Venezuelan 
loan. 

84. It is estimated that, with these loans, Ecuador will be able to spread 
the effect of the reduction of oil exports over a period of almost 12 months 
—that is, up to March of 1988— instead of a period of only four months. 
Assuming that it will be possible to restore production to pre-disaster 
levels, it may be possible to attain an export volume of 62 000 barrels per 
day —after discounting the crude to be repaid— in 1987 and about 85 000 
barrels per day in 1988. Comparing these volumes with the projections that had 
been made prior to the disaster, and based on a projected price of US$ 16.5 
per barrel, losses from the interruption of crude exports will amount to 
US$ 643 million (96 405 million sucres) up to March 1988. This represents 
roughly half of the projected oil sales income prior to the earthquake. 
Moreover, the transport of the crude between Ecuador and the point of origin 
of the borrowed oil will cost an additional US$ 19.6 million (2 940 million 
swcsB). Iam t£» total indirect cost of the reduction of oil exports is 
iwiMlwtrtl at DS$ 662 million (99 345 million sucres) (see table 4). 
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Table 4 

ECUADOR: DAMAGE IN THE HYDROCARBON SECTOR 

fin millions of sucres) 

Damage ImporV 
Heading Total Direct Indirect export 

component 
a/ 

Total 133 263 18 250 115 013 122 340 

Reconstruction of 
pipelines and pumping 
stations and cost of 
spilt crude oil 

Increased cost to supply 
domestic demand 

Investment in oil pipe
line to Colombia 
Higher transportation 
costs 
Cost of replacement 
crude 
Higher transportation 
costs for liquid gas 
Higher costs for 
transporting oil products 
to the eastern region 

Lost export earnings 

Export shortfall 
Cost of transporting 
borrowed oil 

Loss of expected earnings 

From reduced 
gasoline consumption 
From reduction in quantity 
of crude refined 1 351 - 1 351 

Source: ECIAC. on the basis of official information. 

a/ Import needs or reduction in exports. 

18 250 

13 526 

18 250 

2 558 

2 353 

8 

99 

96 

2 

2 

184 

131 

300 

345 

405 

940 

142 

^ 

13 526 

2 558 

2 353 

8 184 

131 

300 

99 345 

96 405 

2 940 

2 142 

9 900 

13 095 

• • • 

* • * 

• • • 

-

-

99 345 

96 405 

2 940 

791 791 
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85. m addition to ti» indirect losses mentioned above, account must be taken 
of the loss in earnir^s suffered by the State Oil Corporation of Ecuador 
(CEPE) as a result in the drop in consumption, particularly of gasoline, and 
the fact that the refineries (private and CEPE refineries) will process 
smaller amounts of crude. This additional indirect cost of the disaster is 
estimated at 2 142 million sucres (US$ 14 million) (see table 4). 

86. Ih summary, the total cost of tiae damage to the hydrocarbon sector is 
estimated to be 133 263 million sucres (US$ 888 million). Of this amount, 
18 250 million sucres (14%) are attributable to direct material damage, and 
the remaining 115 000 ndllion (86%) to indirect costs as a result of lost 
production, higher svççly costs and the losses of earnings suffered by 
enterprlsee in the sector. Moreover, the damage will adversely affect the 
country's balance of payments, siix» certain products will have to be imported 
and there will be a drop in crude oil exports of U5$ 815 million. 

87. The figures given above are based on a rather tight construction 
Schedule, which'«ay-vwell be iqseet by delays. In such an event, losses of 
export income and the higher costs of supplying the domestic demand would 
increase at a rate of US$ 4 to US$ 5 million per day. On the other hand, if 
the production capacity of the oil field could be increased to 300 000 barrels 
per day 16/ «—which is the amount that could be transported via the oil 
pipeline that will already have been repaired and by the alternative Colombian 
pipeline^- between September 1987 and March 1988 it would be possible to earn 
iççraximately US$ 52 million in foreign exchange or almost 8% of the estimated 
losses. 

3. Industry and commerce 

88. With the exception of the oil industry —the damage to which was 
described under the hydrocarbon sector— no industry was directly affected by 
the disaster. There will, however, be minor indirect effects on the sector as 
a result of the increase in fuel prices and the reduced availability of raw 
materials from the agricultural sector. In any case, the effects on this 
sector attributable to the disaster will not be significant. 

89. m the case of commerce, the indirect effects of the earthquake are 
mainly the possible irKsreases in the sale prices of some agricultural 
products, on account both of reduced production and speculation. 

E; Other damage 

1. Public and private hflirflwff 

90. Many urban buildings with several storeys occupied by public services and 
private offices suffered minor damage of different kinds which included 
fissures in their masonry and in oth^ parts. In spite of this 
it was not necessary to interrupt the business conducted in them. 
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91. A global estimate of this indicates direct costs damage totalling 
US$ 450 million sucres (US$ 3 million), 70% of which relates to the public 
sector.17/ 

2. Historical and cultural heritage 

92. lhe earthquakes seriously affected the country's historical and cultural 
heritage, especially in Pichincha and Imbabura provinces. In Quito (a city 
which UNESCO declared to be part of mankind's cultural heritage), some 15 
particularly significant monuments were affected in varying degrees. In the 
city of Ibarra (regarded as a national historical centre), a number of 
churches and other monuments suffered total or partial collapse. Many churches 
built in the rural sector during and after the colonial period were also 
damaged. 

93. The tremors caused damage to structural components, such as domes, arches 
and columns, as well as to the masonry of monuments. Ihe disaster also showed 
up the precarious structural condition in which some monuments had been since 
before the quakes. 

94. A provisional estimate puts the direct cost of rehabilitation and 
reconstruction of the historical and cultural heritage at 1 082 million sucres 
(US$ 7.2 million). Ninety per cent (982 million sucres) of this amount 
pertains to damage in urban centres, while the remaining 150 million sucres 
relate to damage in rural areas. 

95. In order to learn to the present state of some monuments which were not 
visibly affected and decide how they should be repaired or restored so as to 
avoid damage from further earthquakes, it will be necessary to incur 
expenditure of 50 million sucres (US$ 0.3 million), which is regarded as an 
indirect cost. 

96. The aforementioned damage to the historical and cultural heritage will 
also have an adverse effect on tourism, since a sizeable portion of the 
foreign tourist attractions has been damaged or destroyed. 

3. Emergency expenses 

97. It is estimated that emergency assistance to the victims of the disaster 
and some immediate rehabilitation, including the provision of temporary 
housing and food, occupied a period of four weeks following the earthquakes. 
In addition it is calculated that it will be necessary to continue providing 
means for transporting persons and goods between Quito and the eastern region 
by air and river for a period of close to four months until land 
communications can be re-established. 

98. The cost of the emergency tasks (excluding the air and river transport 
cost mentioned above, which is included in the transport sector) is 
provisionally estimated at some 2.7 billion sucres (US$ 18 million). Ihis has 
been financed from the budget of government institutions, from private local 
donations, and from foreign donations in cash and kind (international 
assistance). 
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4. Environment 

99. lhe disastisr had an adverse impact an the environment of the region 
affected. Not only was the plant: cover of several thousands of hectares of 
grassland and farmland, lost as a result of landslides, but for a period of 
several years the land destroyed will remain unproductive. In addition, the 
river courses have been modified and partially obstructed, which may cause 
further damage in the future. 

100. üne spill of some 100 000 barrels of petroleum which took place when the 
pipeline was cut had an even more prejudicial effect, lhe oil found its way 
into the natural drainage system, killing fish —which is eaten by the people 
in the area— and even polluting rivers in neighbouring countries. 

101. Although the effects described above are well known, for the tine being 
it is impossible to assess the damage in monetary terms. It will be necessary 
to make an in-depth analysis before it will be possible even to estimate the 
cost of neutralizing the most immediate effects of the disaster. 

P. Summary of damage 

102. Although the estimates given above are of a provisional nature, because 
it has not been possible to gather sufficiently reliable information in the 
very short period since the disaster, it is possible to provide a figure 
showing the order of magnitude of the, damage caused by the disaster, and to 
identify the sectors tiíiicK wer^ most Perilously affected and will therefore 
require priority attention in terms of rehabilitation and reconstruction. Any 
information which can be collected later would permit the " figures and 
conclusions presented here to be corrected. 

103. It is estimated that the total losses amount to about 150 billion sucres, 
or US$ 1 billion (see table 5). ipprokimately 18%,of this amount (27.7 billion 
sucres) pertains to direct damage to the country's capital assets, while the 
remaining 82% (122.2 billion sucres) relates to indirect costs representing 
primarily production losses. 

104. In regard to direct damage, and in order of decreasing importance, the 
most affected were tjie ijhsfrastructuiie of productive sectors (66% of the 
total), ifiainly in the hydrocarbon sector? social infrastructure, including 
housing, educational centres and health facilities (16%) '; road transport and 
electric power ij$£rastrucËures (12%) ; and damage to the historical and 
cultural heritage (5%). The indirect costs of the disaster, an the other hand, 
affected primarily: the productive sector^ (95% of the total) and the road 
transport systems and emergency expenditures (2.5% each) (see table 5). 

105. An analysis of the foregoing figures indicates that although the natural 
disaster in Ecuador causea relatively light direct damage to the country's 
infrastructure, it resulted in very high indirect costs, including reductions 
in the production of gil for export, higher costs for the domestic supply of 
petroleum derivatives, and reductions in agricultural production. 18/ 



Table 5 

ECUADOR: SUMMARY OF DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE DISASTER 

Sectors, 

subsector 

Total 

Social infrastructure 

Health 

Education 

Housing 

Economic infrastructure 

Transport 

Electricity 

Productive sectors 

Agriculture 

Hydrocarbons 

Other sectors 

Public and private buildings 

Historical heritage 
Emergency expenses 

Source: ECLAC, calculated on 

1 

Total 

150 160 

4 525 

293 
1 133 

3 099 

6 296 

5 724 

572 

135 057 

1 794 

133 263 

4 28? 

450 
1 132 

2 700 

the basis 

Damage ( 

of 

in millions 

Direct 

27 932 

4 525 

293 
1 133 

3 099 

3 290 

2 762 

528 

18 585 

335 
18 250 

1 532 

450 
1 082 

* 

official data. 

of sucres) 

Indirect 

122 228 

-

. 

-
-

3 006 

2 962 

44 

116 472 

1 459 

115 013 

2 750 

• 

50 
2 700 

Damage (in 

Total 

1 001.07 

30.17 

1.95 

7.55 
20.67 

41.97 

38.16 

3.81 

900.38 

11.96 

888.42 

28.54 

3.00 
7.54 

18.00 

millions 

Direct 

186.21 

30.17 

1.95 
7.55 
20.67 

21.93 

18.41 

3.52 

123.90 

2.23 
121.67 

10.21 

3.00 

7.21 
-

of dollars) 

Indirect 

814.85 

-

• 

-
-

20.04 

19.75 

0.29 

776.48 

9.73 

766.75 

18.33 

. 

0.33 

18.00 

Effect on 

balance of 

payments a/ 

834 

3 

19 

821 

5 
816 

i°l 

. 

-
(9) 

ho 
C* 

a/ Value of imports which it will be necessary to carry out or of exports which cannot be made. 
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106. In order to obtain a better idea of the magnitude of the disaster, it 
should be borne in mirri, on the one hand, that the direct damage to capital 
assets amounts to 28 billion sucres, which represents 15% of the gross product 
of the cxxœtruc^on sector; in other wards, reconstruction would require the 
equivalent of two manths' complete devotion by the country's construction 
sector. On the other hand, the indirect costs of thé disaster (122.2 billion 
sucres) amount to the equivalent of 7% of the gross domestic product, or the 
value of nearly one month's production throughout the country. A comparison of 
the indirect-.jjeê ;,, vi,^; the. value of J±e caunjfcry'ŝ  exrjptts is even more 
impressive, SÍTK» the former represent 33% of the latter. 

isàd It may be vn©ted that ,. tfce value oif the, djrec^ the 
difwttftr might be partially ofJEset by ir^«rancé anâ jœihéttranoe payments In 
tespeet ;içC the infrastoicrtiçe affected. |k»everf àcooîmhg te» ttfe prw^iòhal 
information available at the time the present assessment w ^ 
©f imwzm».^ held-appease J ^ be,verylow, '."sg that the value of the direct 
damage will have to. be regarded as,àvneÇ cost '^',t^.o$liri[tay, 

IOS. It should be stressed that the cost of the indirect losses suffered on 
this occasion has to a large extent been cushioned by the generous loans of 
petroleum made by Venezuela and Nigeria, which have made it possible to 
'dMsãíWEl^ríít» b ^ p d ^ o v e ^ ^ the 
pipeline. Ihis, act of solidarity is tó «iK^ient é ^ ^ ''interriatfqD̂ l,..cc»-
pperation in time of disaster and, of economic co-operation among developing 
countries in,general.-,-•. 

109. .:̂ .-cei)̂ LuBÍ£̂ #' it is essential to point out that -pie value of thé damage 
ref«aased Iso above ÍJB0,pigQis$̂ peâ;,̂ VLtê 3ift' of the cxjst of r ^ 
affected and the production lost. However, the amount which must be invested 
in the reconstruction will certainly be higher, since the disaster has made it 
necessary to replace infrastructure whose useful life had already been 
exceeded, and to extend the coverage of seme basic services in the Amazon 
region» which i» ̂.i^deed ve^--;4Bgiipi^^..--ln;e£^tòjç^^ inflation will surely 
increase costs during the reconstruction period, and it may be necessary to 
relocate some works in areas not so prone to earthquakes, which will cause 
their cost tO"escalate^ 

110. Finally, it should be npĵ ed that this disaster malees it clear that the 
system for conveying petroleum and the system of road cettatunicatians between 
the Amazonian region and thja Sierra in Ecuador is very vulnerable in that only 
one route is available. , 

III. EFFECTS ON ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVj2i3fMEWr 

111. In this chapter an analysis is made of the effects of thé earthquake on 
the living conditions of the people affected by it and on the country's 
economic development. This must necessarily be a provisional analysis in view 
of the shortage of information; however, it is believed that the data 
available make it possible to identify the most outstanding problems which 
have arisen and must be solved. 
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A. Effects on living conditions 

112. There follows a description of the basic characteristics of the 
population affected by the disaster, the damage and iiKJonveniences suffered by 
various sectors of the population, and the effects on their living conditions. 

1. Sccio-derooqraphic features of the provinces affected 

113. Table 6 contains indicators which provide information on the living 
conditions in the provinces most affected by the quakes. Although each of them 
have their own individual characteristics, when the indicators are considered 
in combination, four major features which determine the living conditions of 
the population are thrown into relief. These features include the highly rural 
nature of the provincial populations, with the exception of the population of 
Pichinca; the changes which are taking place in the structure of their 
economic activities; the marked urban-rural imbalance shown in the indicators 
relating to quality of life and the magnitude of population migration. 

114. The three provinces, whose population is predominantly rural, are leaders 
in the production of various food crops and commodities for agro-industry. 
However, in the more recent past, all three provinces showed a rate of urban 
growth significantly higher than that for rural growth and consequently a 
relative drop in their rural population and what is at times a 
disproportionate growth in their urban centres. In short, although the 
provinces are still predominantly rural, the process of urban development has 
accelerated in all of them, so that employment, education, health and housing 
problems are becoming more severe in many urban centres in the provinces. 

115. The process of urban development is also partially responsible for the 
major changes which have been taking place in the structure of the 
economically active population. In the period between the censuses of 1974 and 
1982, the active members of the population declined in all the provinces as a 
result, primarily, of the significant increase in students in the inactive 
sector. The share of agricultural workers in the active members of the rural 
sector experienced a general decline. With regard to the active members of the 
urban sector, the share of women, persons engaged in services and self-
employed increased, while the proportion of white-collar workers and wage-
earners decreased. Not all these changes in the structure of the active 
population, are, however, favourable. 

116. In the period between the censuses, inportant progress was made in 
improving the living conditions of the population. Such advances have, 
however, not been enough to mitigate the huge imbalances in both urban and 
rural areas. In all the provinces affected, infant and maternal mortality are 
high —higher than the national average— and significantly higher in the 
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Table 6 

ECUADOR: SOCIO-DEHOGRAPHIC INDICATORS IN THE PROVINCES AFFEaED BY THE EARTHQUAKE 

Indicators -''t\ 
Carchi 

Province 

Imbabura Pichincha Ñapo 

Population «f province 
Percentage Share in population cf country 
Percentage share of rural population 
Anri»l*ÒHth rate (1974-1982) 
Naiââaï 1r?tïy-. "inicio ' •'•>•'-v 
Dependency r a t i o 

Ecpñomic^ty^t^yg , |^ la tTon ;;^Af)-: ;" • 

P«pMi*ioii 12 ymjrsof afl« «diovefs 
EAP (anona thosê  12 years of age and over), 
Urban employment rate (X) 
Rural employment rate (X) 
Urlban unHployaent rate (X) 
Rural unemployment rate (X) 
X of |A^ I n aorÍciiltúré 
X of EAP fit ccawerce, restaurants and hotels 
X of EAP in servie» 
XiOfi^asp-eaRBinj. employées in urban EAP..,,; 
X of waoe-earmna enployees in rural EAP 
X # « e n * A P sft^Weyeo* ••-^V: 
Xüof rural EAP seif-ewployed 

§ëbs$JUw, •••• 
1 ' • . • ' : ' L • • - "•• • • - • • • " ' ' • ' • ' '' • ; . . ! • > " : » . " •/ - < ' ; 

Xbt i i L i t e r a c y among urban men •<&: 
X of i l l i t e r a c y among urban women 
X of i l l i t e r a c y among rura l men 
X of i l l i t e r a c y among rura l women 
X of people t i l th * years of Bcftootinp; o r less C^rban> 
X of people with 3 years of schoo Li ng or I ess ( ru ra l ) 

Housing • ' i'4 ••'- ; v'-: '' •'"•'•-' 

X p^;u/¡oeafPi"¡«d\!d^:lin^,,^urb|m) 
X,ol..uno^içwiRfellirw,r(r^"atii,i .." " " ' 
Average nu*er òf occupants per dwell ir>g (urban) ' ) 
A wage nuS*)er c*<>^ijpanM.pef<teelh"ng (rural) ) 
X of shacks, shanties, huts and other makeshift shelters) 

in total number of urban duellings ) 
X of shacks, shelters/ huts and other makeshift ) 

afietteVs fes tibial ntambej- afirural" chsxt tings .- •), 
X^ffïjl^^jnmvnpt'-.çiJini^jBcl to ¡electric pgwer _t 

X of d ^ l ï f ^ s r»t ébnnectea to^lectHe'power 
service (rural) 

X of duellings linked to public water supply (urban) 
X of dwellings linked to public water supply (rural) 
X of dwellings supplied from wells or roof collectors 

(rural) u , , • . »¡^ 
X of dwellings with no sanitary facilities (urban) 
X of dwellings with no sanitary facilities (rural) 
X without any system-òf waite^tnifer eiimffMJttcin (urban} 
X wWhoùt an? system^waite-water ektotaatlon (ruraly .-
X of duel ling* «4th»flp jndependeat kitchen (urban) 
X pf duel Lings with no ifrfependent kitchen (rural) 
X of ttaeltrngs using *è*efc*kodlcir* fuel (urbe*) 
X of dwellings using*ertfitxr:ï»okîïig fuel (rural) 

, , f. 
Migration, 

Balance of migration, 1974 
Balance of migration, 1982 

127 775» 
1,6 

62.3 
Ô.7 
98 
93, 

83 362 
36 665 

9Î.1 
97.1 
4.9 
2.9 

49.6 
6.8 

, 21.2 
47.9 
32.7 
34.9 

8.2 
11.0 
19.0 
S5.8 

,47.0 

« 2.7 
12.6 

5.0 

31.6 

5.1 

50.1 

18.2 
77.9 
13.6 
«ft.4 
14.4. 
15.5 
M.S 
10.2 

•20 140 
-36 580 

247 2871 
3.1 

62.7 
1.6 
96 
88 

164 143 
71 0>4 

95¿4 
96.4 
M 
3.6 

38.7 
8.1 

18.8 
50.1 
36.1 
31i4 
43.3 

5.0 
...,;io.: 
, , . i 2 r ^ , 

43.5 
27.2 
61.9 

3,0 
10.0 

5.1 

14.8 
55.6 

6.8 

1 382 125 
17.1 
2>.6 
4.3 
97 

71.5 

5 478 
0 986 
96.8 
96.4 
3,2 
3.6 

13.4 
13.8 
31.1 
69.7 
53.9 
t&J 
29.9 

2.7. 

Wo 
24.9 
20.9 
47.3 

3.1 
1«.2 
4.6 
5.2 

12.0 
36.2 

4.1 

115 110 
1.4 

82.6 
8,0 
« 8 
97 

69 048 
33 281 

90.8 
95.8 
9.2 
4. 

55. 
13. 
20 . 
58. 
43^3 
23i3 
38.5 

* . 7 
14V6 
26.3 
a7-6 

"50.2 

6.9 

4-4 = 
5.7 

46.8 

19.5 

Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística y 

62.7 
94.0 
46.2 

20.2 
17.3 
80.1 
1K=* Sí.; 
85^7 
20.1 ^ 
^f 
794*' c-:* 

• H . . Ï - . C ! 

18 835 
29 420 

49.1 
89.1 
38.1 

23.7 
5.7 

64.6 
--••-:.'-..:"U)'Jry 
-.• -.:;:• H.? i 

23j6 

is'.:-. 89.1 : 
. 40.6 

180 135 
326 607 

' ' ÍV ft}' 
8.2 

39.8 
19.1 
81.8 
Í8B.2 • 

:••• SPïS;,-
39.31 

•*• • ¿a.* 
7 0 
15.1 

15 « 2 
37 741 

(INEC): Censos de población y v iv ienda, 1982. 
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rural areas. As for illiteracy, it is always higher in rural areas and in 
addition is more prevalent among women, regardless of whether they reside in 
urban or rural areas. 

117. Housing is the area in which the precarious situation of the rural sector 
can be seen most clearly. Although the number of homes supplied with services 
grew significantly during the period between the censuses, it was the urban 
sector which benefited the most. The rising share of unoccupied dwellings in 
the rural sector is proof of the magnitude of the migratory process and of the 
relative decline in the rural population. This situation is compounded by the 
fact that many rural dwellings are old. In all the provinces, a considerable 
percentage of the rural dwellings consist of shacks, huts and other types of 
makeshift shelters. Close to half the number of rural dwellings are of this 
kind, which has made them all the more susceptible to natural disasters. 

118. As for the coverage and quality of services — a decisive matter if the 
lcwer-income population is to be liberated from poverty—, they are one more 
indication of the inadequacy of living conditions in the rural sector. Between 
50% and 90% of the rural population in the provinces has no access to electric 
power service; between 54% and 92% are not supplied with drinking water; there 
are no sanitary disposal services in 75% to 90% of rural dwellings. Although 
gas has been increasingly substituting kerosene (kerex) or gasoline as a 
source of cooking energy in the urban sectors, wood and coal predominate in 
the rural sectors. In short, even prior to the earthquakes, most housing was-
-particularly in the rural sectors— of a makeshift nature and vulnerable to 
the action of natural phenomena. 

119. The four provinces have been and still are a source of large population 
movements ever their borders. These migrations, in addition to urban-rural 
migration within these provinces, have been contributing factors in the 
serious deterioration of the quality of life in some urban centres. When large 
numbers of people move into places where no provision has been made for them, 
the demand for goods and services cannot be met, the available resources are 
overused, the inadequacies gradually begin to be felt and the quality of life 
deteriorates. 

120. This brief description of the living conditions of the population of the 
provinces affected prior to the recent earthquakes shows that social problems 
existed, in both the urban and the rural sectors, which were bound to become 
more severe. 

2. Effects on the population 

121. The earthquakes were experienced with some intensity by two million 
people, 60% of whom live in rural parishes. Official estimates put the number 
of victims at close to 1 000, including an undetermined number of missing 
persons. The wounded were attended to in aid centres located in the four 
provinces most seriously affected. The fact that the number of victims was 
small by comparison with the magnitude of the disaster and the size of the 
population affected, is explained in particular by the dispersion of the 
population in the localities most seriously affected. 
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122. There «ere basically two types of effects en the population most severely 
affecteàï in Pichiicte, Imbabura arri CEurchi, tte destruction was concentrated 
in the hewaing and -basicservices sectes, wit^ the resulting sense of araçLety 
and lade «f prctectfa» among the most seriously affected population. In the 
larger cities, sane buildings collapsed, walls were cracked and old historical 
monuments suffered considerable damage, m some rural parishes, many 
dwellings, in particular the oldest buildings constructed with unsuitable 
materials and techniques or built on high-risk sites, were seriously damaged, 
and some collapsed. In Napo, moreover, in addition to the considerable damage 
suffered by the basic infrastructure, the bursting of temporary dams and the 
landslides had serious repercussions on the population engaged in agriculture 
and stccStoreeding. Damage was experienced in particular by groups"of recent 
settlers who saw their small settlements wiped out and lost some of their 
crops a M livestock. 

123. Thus, four categories of people suffered from the disaster and will 
require different sorts of attention as part of the rehabilitation and 
reconstruction effort: a) a majority of peasants and a minority of generally 
poor inhabitants of urban sectors in the Andean region whose dwellings were 
seriously damaged; b) settlers and people employed on their own account in the 
Amazonian area who are suffering the consequences of the destruction of access 
roads, crop and livestock losses and the interruption of trade; c) a scattered 
group of people, most of them rural, and predominantly from Napo and Pastaza 
in the Oriente, made up of irriigenous persons and settlers who nay experience 
gradual deterioration in their already precarious living conditions if their 
difficulties with regard to access, trade and commerce continue; and d) 
isolated groups of people living,outside the areas where the earthquakes were 
felt with the greatest intensity, who are temporarily e*pexiencdng 
difficulties due to secondary effects. This is true, for instance, of 
labourers, and contractors in the lago Agrio oil-belt, others who are 
temporarily isolated in the areas drained by the rivers of Amazonia and some 
irdigenous groups. 

124. An estimate of the people most affected by the earthquakes is provided in 
table 7. In order to provide a better illustration of the extent of the 
damage, the population has been classified into two categories, one for the 
severely affected and the other for the intensely affected. The first category 
covers urban and rural settlements which, because they were close to the 
epicentres, were more severely affected than other areas and experienced 
greater damage. The second group which cctiprises the intensely affected 
population (with the exception of that in the city of Quito), is made up of 
the inhabitants of urban and rural localities in areas where the quakes were 
intensely felt but damage is comparatively less severe.19/ 

125. dose to half a million inhabitants were affected. Two-thirds of them 
live in rural parishes and the remaining third in urban localities or on their 
periphery. The severely affected peculation rumbers over 66 000 people and the 
Intensely affected category amounts to 400 000. 

126. The population groups most intensely affected by the earthquakes include 
indigenous groups in rural sectors. Their dwellings, in particular, 
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Table 7 

ECUADOR: POPULATION SEVERELY OR INTENSELY AFFECTED BY THE DISASTER 
BY CANTON AND AREA a/ 

Province/Canton 

Population in: 

Urban areas 
and periphery 

Rural 
parishes 

Total nusber of people 

Severely 
affected 

Intensely 
affected 

CARCHI 
Hontufar 
Intensely affected 

IMBABURA 
Ibarra 
Severely affected 
Intensely affected 

Antonio Ante 
Intensely affected 

Cotachi 
Intensely affected 

Otavalo 
Intensely affected 

Pimanpiro 
Severely affected 
Intensenly affected 

PICHINCHA 
Cavantoe 
Severely affected 
Intensely affected 

Pedro Moncavo 
Severely affected 
Intensely affected 

Quito (rural parishes only) 
Intensely affected 

17 883 

69 948 

14 621 

10 659 

28 826 

8 158 

21 504 

5 193 

4 082 
33 084 

11 768 

8 447 

34 334 

4 593 
1 514 

18 286 
2 351 

4 965 
4 574 

4 082 

4 593 

39 790 

10 158 

147 879 

17 883 

103 032 

26 389 

19 106 

63 160 

9 672 

2 351 

4 574 

147 879 

NAPO 
Quijos 
Severely affected 
Intensely affected 

Sucunfeios 
Severely affected 
Intensely affected 

Total 

Nimber of people affected 
(severely or intensely): 465 059 

Rural/urban distribution (X) 

Most affected population (X) 

Severely affected population, 
by area (X) 

465 059 

942 

210 

160 061 

6 199 
1 754 

318 
2 967 

304 998 

7 141 

318 

66 082 

1 754 

3 177 

398 977 

34.4 

41.8 
(27 639) 

65.6 

58.2 
(38 443) 

14.2 85.8 

Intensely affected population, 
by area (X) 33.2 

(132 422) 
66.8 

(266 555) 

Source: ECLAC, on the basis of the 1982 Census and other official data. 
a/ Refers to people directly affected by the earthquakes and landslides. Does not include over 75 000 people in 

the Province of Napo who are cut off owing to the severing of the highway between the Oriente and the 
Sierra. 
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have suffered serious deterioration. Table 8 contains a preliminary estimate 
of the indigenous population groups which have suffered. 

127. In short, the disaster has aggravated a situation in which the urban and 
rural sectors were already experiencing a number of problems and living 
precariously. This is shown by indicators of conditions in the housing sector 
and of access to services in the rural areas, and the urban problems due to 
the accelerated population growth. 

1. Economic position in 1986 

128. The economy of Ecuador soairpely grew in 1986. The 50% drop in petroleum 
pKkMK^.OWB«C|Ml||nlxigB from exports of hydrocarbons to fall by US$ 950 
million, total receipts being 49% lower than in 1985. This had profound 
répercussions on the Taalahce of payments and on ptûaie seclxr inoome, which 
resulted in the adoption of a number of economic policy measures designed to 
bring the economy into line with the difficult conditions which prevailed. 

129. The gross domestic product showed a feeble increase of 1.7% in spite of 
the increase in the2 yoJjypBv of crude joil and petroleum derivative» produced 
(5.4%) and the excellent results shown by agriculture, which helped to raise 
the value of non-petroleum exports feœ, 23%. In 1984 and 1985, ti» global 
product had risen by close to 4% and had some impact on the per capita 
produot> which had been so seriously affected in 1982-1983; in 1986 the per 
capita product again experienced a slight decline of slightly over 1% (see 
table 9). 

130. Aefeivities ottier than agriculture (including fishing), the petroleum 
industry and mining, showed little dynamism. Manufacturing, which had seen its 
value added fall by 5% since 1983, remained virtually stagnant in 1986, under 
•the "iioçékiiÇjàCJM domeettiç market 
restrictions. Construction experienced] similar problems, suffering in 
particular from the contraction of the domestic demand, resulting in a drop of 
2% in this sector. 

131. Fixed gross investment fell by close to 7% in 1986, and consumption 
(measured in constant prices) remained virtually stagnant. The modest increase 
in gross domestic product was accompanied by a slight decrease in the volume 
of imports. External demand was the only indicator to show a significant 
increase —close to 7% in volume terms. 

132. The increase shown by the money supply was small (20% from December to 
Deoaifoar and 24% as between annual averages). The annual average variation in 
domestic prices amounted to 23%, and the December^to-December variation, to 
slightly over 27%. On the other hand, the volume of credit transactions by the 
Central Bank rose by only 9.3% between the end of 1985 and the end of 1986, 
and, within those transactions, credit to the private sector fell by 28%. 
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Table 8 

ECUADOR: RURAL INDIGENOUS POPULATION 
GROUPS AFFECTED 

Location 

Imbabura/Pimampiro 

San Pablo del Lago 

Pichincha/Cayambe 

Pedro Moncayo 

Napo/Quij os 

Lago Agrio 

Total 

Ethnic Group Number of 
people affected 

Otavalos 5 120 

Otavalos and Cayambis 14 405 

Cayambis 9 215 

Quichuas 8 200 

Quichuas 55 

36 955 

Source: CONFENIAE, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, 
Ministry of Social Welfare. 
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jTafeiaV.; 
ECUADOR! COOMOHIC INDICATORS 

COP (Bil l ions of sucras) 
(Mi tiens of US dollars) 
Populatfon (thousands of Inhabitants) 
* s r capita «DP ( i n US dollars) 

Rest GDP .!, 
Pec capita GDP . 

Domestic prices December to December 
Domestic prices (annual average var.) 

Honey (year end) 

Current government income 

Income from petroleum 
Percentage of total 
Total spending 
Fiscal deficit 
Fiscal defteit/CDP fX) 
Fiscal deficit/GDP b/ (X) 

Exchange rate £/ (sucres per dollar) 

Value of exports of goods 
Petroleua exports 
Percentage of total 
Value of imports of goods 
Balance 

Trade balance 
Balancé on current account 
Balance on capital account 
Variation in net internal reserves 

External debt (year end) 

Disbursements 
Amortization payaents 
Interest payments 

1984 

8O5.7 
IT 348 
9 1Ï5 
1 265 

4.0 
\,6 

25.1 
31.2 

42.2 

99.9 

46.8 
46.8 

106.7 
-6.8 
-0.8 
-2.1 

1985 

1 147.9 
12 477 
9 378 
1 330 

Growth rates 

3.0 
0.9 

24.4 
28.0 

23.8 

Billions of 

189.5 

114ifl 
60.2 

167.5 
+22.0 
+1,9 
+0.9 

1986 

1 436.0 
11 487 
9648 
M91 

1.7 
-1.1 

27.3 
23.0 

20.1 

sucres 

186.8 

73.6 
39.4 

227.9 
-41.1 
-2.9 
-4.0 

1987 
(EStimate)a/ 

1 920.0 
11 990 
992» 
1 208 

2.8 
-0.1 

32.0 
30.0 

258.9 

114.7 
44.3 

272.8 
-13.9 
-0.7 
-2.3 

71 

2 620 
1 835 

70 
1 567 
1 053 

855 
-268 
187 
-58 

6 949 

470 
211 
819 

92 145 

Millions of US dollar* 

2 905 
1 927 

66 
1 723 
1 182 

967 
-109 
136 
23 

6 440 

723 
232 
762 

165 

2 186 
983 
45 

1 665 
521 

280 
-690 
638 
-52 d/ 

8 159 

1 019 
300 
697 

2 370 
1 140 

48 
1 745 

625 

350 
-390 

-
-

. 0 669 

900 
390 
570 

Source: ECLAC, on the basis of of f ic ia l data. 
a / Prior to the earthquakes. 
by Amortization payaents included in spending. 
£ / Exchange «elflhtedby external trade. 
d/ In accordance with data contained in International Financial Statistics, published bv the Internat tona I 

Épnttary Fund (ÍHF) r international reservesdeclined by US* 144 Bil l ion between the and of 1985 and the 
•'enW'o? :1986. ; 'v ';;t";'" • 
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133. In August 1986, the monetary authority decreed the free negotiation of 
interest rates. In addition, all external transactions of the private sector 
were transferred to the free exchange market, a move which favoured exports 
and raised the cost of imports. Nevertheless, the price of the dollar on the 
free market remained high between April and August (in June it amounted to 170 
sucres per dollar) but fell to 145 sucres during the rest of the year. 

134. While exports of crude petroleum and fuel oil dropped from US$ 1 930 
million in 1985 to US$ 980 million in 1986, exports of other commodities rose 
from US$ 980 million tò US$ 1 200 million in the latter year, which was, 
however, not enough to keep total exports of goods from falling by nearly 25%. 

135. In 1986 106.6 million barrels of oil were produced, an average of 292 000 
barrels per day, 4% higher than the 1985 production. 71.4 million barrels were 
exported at a price which declined throughout the year and which amounted to 
only US$ 12.75 per barrel on average, less than half the average selling price 
in 1985 (US$ 25.85 per barrel). Hie large increase in the volume of fuel oil 
exports (40%) proved insufficient to offset the decline in its prices. 

136. Noteworthy among other exports were sales of shrimps which increased by 
58% in volume and rose in value from US$ 157 million in 1985 to US$ 288 
million in 1986; coffee exports, which rose by more than US$ 100 million 
(57%), both as a result of increases in volume (35%) and in price (16%). 
Exports of bananas also rose significantly (20%). In contrast, sales of cocoa 
beans and processed cocoa products declined as did sales of other sea 
products. 

137. As far as imports of goods are concerned, they declined by 3.4%, although 
a slight increase in volume occurred. It is estimated that the unit value of 
imports probably fell by approximately 5% in 1986, while that of exports 
probably fell by 30%, thereby bringing about a deterioration of some 26% in 
the terms of trade. 

138. Besides a marked decline in the value of purchases of fuels and 
lubricants, which may be accounted for by the drop in prices, sharp increases 
occurred in imports of construction material and transport equipment during 
the year. Purchases of capital goods for industry also increased, while 
purchases of inputs and capital goods for agriculture fell, as did imports of 
consumer durables. 

139. The export and import trade in goods left a surplus of US$ 520 million, 
US$ 660 million lower than the previous year. If real services are added, the 
trade surplus fell from around US$ 970 million in 1985 to only US$ 280 million 
last year. 

140. In contrast, net payment of factor services fell. Interest payments on 
the external debt declined, as a result of the fall in interest rates and 
transfers of profits abroad were probably lower. All in all, the current 
account deficit which had been US$ 110 million in 1985, rose to 
US$ 690 million in 1986. 
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441* Although it was several times higher than irv 1385, net v$pip*L inflow, (of 
around US$ 640 million) was inadequate to finance the current account deficit, 
and it proved neoessary to utilize international reserves to the tune of 
US$ 52 million. 

142- ;Durim,ttthe..,year tis$ 980 million of fcapê gn loans ware disbursed and 
US$ 300 million were paid in amortization, together with around DS$ 700 
million in interest payments.20/ Of the disbursements,, mare than half were 
provided;jby. inbsj3îf£ianai::cœŝ zat4or̂ #::':

:same.. 3ti| b¿ prívate $ai*s, and: U t by 
governments. At the end of the year the external debt reached US$ 8.16 billion 
and th« servicing thereof represent^ of good* and 

143. As far as the financial position of the State budget was concerned, total 
expenditure increased by 36% in 1986 while incarne fell by 1.4%, as a result of 
which the 22 billion sucres surplus earned in 1984 was turned into a 41 
billion deficit, equivalent to almost 3% of gross domestic product, lhe fall 
in government income was exclusively due to the shrinkage in petroleum income 
as a result of the fall in prices and the ccnseojiert decline in the value of 
exports. ¡Government income deriving from the exploitation, export and 
consumption of hydrocarbons fell by 35% in 1986, while traaUticnad income rose 

2. Impact of and prospects following the disaster 

144. Until 5 March, forecasts for 1987 showed a certain improvement in the 
économie situation as a.result of higher levels of production in sectors which 
had fallen behind during previous years, such as manufacturing industry, 
construction and services. Moreover, the increased oil prices held out a 
promise of hiojber income from exports of hydrocarbons, which would be 
buttressed by other major export products. This scenario would have reduced 
the balance^f-payments disequilibrium as well as improving the state of the 
government oof fers and stimilatirg eccnonic activity in general, m addition a 
substantial reduction in the government deficit was expected together with the 
stirring of a revival in domestic demand and, in particular, capital 
formation. 

145. As a result of the March earthquakes these expectations underwent a total 
taornaxound. The earthquakes caused damage to t ^ petroleuin industry —the 
ruptura of the oil pipeline— vihich paralyzed the production arid export of 
•qí^i^-Mm^ cxwntiy's naiii source of funic. 

a) Lnaacton the alotoal Droduct 

146. In 1987 domestic product had been expected to grow by 2.8%, a similar 
rate to the growth of population. In the aftermath of the disaster, it has 
bean calculated that ppàducfc will fall by 2.7%, thereby siojjifying a 5*4% drop 
to œ r canita ncoduct«21/ 

_ The fall in product was exclusively due to the 37% drop in the value 
added by the petroleum sector. The fall in production of exude oil and 
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fay-products, together vdth the increased production and sales costs faced fay 
enterprises, account for this fall in the sector's product. 

148. The growth rate of agriculture will also be slightly lower than the one 
which had been forecast prior to the earthquake (4 and 3.8%) as a result of 
the relatively slight damage which affected agriculture in the eastern region. 
lesses were also suffered by trade as a result of the interruption in 
canmunications with the eastern region and the impossibility of marketing 
production. However, it has not been possible to quantify these losses. On the 
other hand, sectors such as construction, and —to a lesser extent— the 
manofacturlng industry, will benefit from the reœnstruction, a fact which is 
reflected in the rise in their expected product (see table 10). 

b) Impact on the balance of payments 

149. It has been calculated that exports of crude oil and by-products will 
fall by US$ 554 million, which must be subtracted from the projected exports 
for 1987 (US$ 2.37 billion). In addition it will be necessary to import 
approximately a further US$ 135 million worth of goods, en account of 
increased imports of fuels to supply the domestic market as well as building 
material and capital goods required to repair the damage caused by the 
earthquakes. The services required by these increased imports will also rise 
by US$ 20 million, together with the increased cost in foreign exchange 
incurred in transporting Venezuelan, Nigerian and Peruvian oil. 

150. Consequently, rather than rising by 8.4% as had been projected at the 
beginning of the year, exports of goods will shrink by US$ 370 million (17%) 
and imports will rise by US$ 215 million (13%), as a result of the new 
requirements arising from the disaster (see table 11). 

151. The trade balance will suffer a US$ 440 million deficit while the current 
account deficit —which it had been hoped to reduce from US$ 690 million in 
1986 to US$ 390 million in 1987— will in fact rise to US$ 890 million at the 
close of the year, despite the fact that interest payments on the external 
debt are expected to fall as a result of the postponement of servicing of the 
debt with commercial banks. 

c) Impact en government income and expenditure 

152. On account of the reduction in the production of crude oil and 
by-products, and as a result of the slump in exports together with the. decline 
in domestic fuel consumption, it has been estimated that the government's 
regular income will fall by 2.3 billion sucres and income from oil by 49 
billion. Consequently, current income, which prior to the earthquakes was 
expected to attain 258.9 billion sucres, will decline to 207.6 billion on 
account of the disaster. 

153. For the same reason, total expenditure will increase by 9.3 billion 
sucres. lhe 272.8 billion sucres budgeted at the beginning of the year will 
rise to 282.1 billion en account of the increased expenditure which will be 
directly incurred by the government as a result of the emergency and as part 
of reconstruction costs. 
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Table 10 

ECUADOR: GROSS DCMHSTIC PRODUCT 

(Growth rates) a/ 

•••••'•• ~ — — — — ~~ • 19Ç7 Forecast 

the 

^37^2 

3.2 

3.8 
4.0 
3.6 
2.9 
3.0 

3.2 
2.5 

2.5 

^4 
Souroe: ECEAC, on the basis of official data. 
a/ Variation in gross domestic product at constant prices. 
by Petroleum refining is included in the petroleum industry. 

154. In view of the lower income and increased expendí ture, the fiscal deficit 
of 13.9 billion which had been estimated prior to 5 March will rise to 74.5 
billion sucres. 

155. If the impact on income of the increase in the domestic selling price of 
some fuels decreed in March were taken, into account (an increase of 80% in the 
case of gasoline), total income would rise to 221 billion sucres, m addition, 
if the amount of interest on the external debt --«hose payment is to be 
postponed— were subtracted from expenditure, total expenditure would decline 
to 259.6 billion sucres and the deficit would fall to 38.6 billion sucres (see 
table 12). 

156. To sum up, it may be said that the disaster will have the following 
consequences on the main macroeconomic variables: a 2.7% decline —rather than 
an increase— in the gross domestic product in 1987, together with a 
corresponding 5.4% drop in the per capita product, which iirplies a significant 
setback in development; an increase of more than 200 million in the current 
account deficit of the trade balance, rather than a decline as had been 
forecast prior to the disaster; and a pronounced increase in the government 
deficit as a result of the shrinkage in income and the increase in expenditure 
oil account of the emergency and reconstruction. This will occur in 
ctacuBstanoes In which the Ecuadorian economy had already been severely 
affected during the previous year. 

--v...: "-:.- ' -,v a. i/'"? 

Petroleum industry 

Remaining sectors 

Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing industry b/ 
Construction 
Basic services 
Commerce and financial 
institutions 
Government services 

Other sectors 

1986 

4.0 

1.3 

5.0 
5.0 
0.5 

«•2.0 
2.3 

0.6 
0.2 

2.4 

2*1 

Prior to the For 
earthquake eaj 

!,"K 0.4 . 

3.2 

4.0 
4.0 
3.4 
2.5 
3.1 

3.2 
2.5 

2.5 

2.8 
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Table 11 

ECUADOR: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

(Millions of dollars) 

1987 Forecast 

Balance on current account 

Trade balance 
Exports of goods and services 
Goods fob 
Transport and insurance 
Travel 
Others 

Imports of goods and services 
Goods fob 
Transport and insurance 
Travel 
Others 

Factor services 
Profits 
Interest received 
Interest paid 
Others 

Balance on capital account 

Transfer payments 
Direct investment 
Long-term capital 
Loans disbursed 
Amortization payments 

Short-term capital 
Loans disbursed 
Amortization payments 

Errors and omissions 

Global balance 

Variation in reserves 
(- indicates an increase) 

Monetary gold 
Special drawing rights 
IMF reserve position 
Foreign currency assets 
Use made of IMF credit 

1985 

-109 

967 
3 235 
2 905 

145 
125 
60 

2 268 
1 723 
240 
167 
138 

-1 076 
-120 
26 

-872 
-110 

136 

25 
60 
419 

1 753 
-1 334 
-283 

-85 

-23 

-23 

28 

-79 
84 

1986 Prior to the 
earthquake 

After the 
earthquake 

-690 

280 
2 450 
2 186 

) 
264 ) 

2 170 
1 665 

) 
505 ) 

-970 
-100 

-800 > 

-70 

638 

45 
80 
680 

1 983 
-1 303 

+52 a/ 

+52 a/ 

-390 

350 
2 645 
2 370 

275 

2 295 
1 745 

550 

-740 
-95 

-570 

•75 

390 

45 
85 

900 
-390 

-890 

-440 
2 010 
1 816 

194 

2 450 
1 880 

570 

•450 
-50 
-330 

-70 

Source: ECLAC, on the basis of official data. 

a/ Differs from the information published by the International Monetary Fund in International Financial 
Statistics. March 1987. According to this source, the decline in reserves amounted to US$ 144 million 
between the end of 1985 and the end of 1986. 
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Tabte 12 
'.̂ K^G -̂CG 

ECUADOR; « l « A i ^ 

1fi*f >•""("' f t1 ' '•" M i f f t i i i|i|t iflln [ ii ¡.¿I r»|> n i . i .i» i .u i , . — u i . » . . »• » ' m*»>* Mi' illiU 

I." Current,ínçpa» 
';.* 

v.r 
. Traditional incoa» 
• . - . S í ' - . 'i <-

Fro» |»troJ.eu« 

Transfer pçaainta-

II. Total expenditure 

Curnenj^ 

- Operat trp expenditure 

Interest patients 

¿apitai expenditure 

III'. Deficit 

IV. Financing 

Net domestic credit -

Disburseaenta and issus 

Afloctization 

Net external credit 

Disbursements 

Amortization papiestj* 

1986 
-

'-

M6,« ! . 

1|6.7, ( , 

IH* L 
4.5 - , 

227.9 

1 8 6 ^ 
» ,151,* , , - . 

34.8 
4^,2 

-41.1 

33.7 

. 6.4 ^ 

14.5 
-8.1 

1987 
., 
Pri«c,-1« the 

eaethquetee 

ase.9 T , 

; - " i * -
144*» * *•" 
JH-7 

,0.1 . 

272.8 

* 1 * - 7 

1*5,3 
49.4 
58.1 

•13.9 

-6*8 

4,4 

16.8 
-12.4 

forecast 
-

After the»-
•iTthfftak» 

c207v6 < « * * } 

1 * M • 
1 65.7 . 

M 

281.1 (259.6) 

216.8 . 
W . 4 
49.4 
65 «3 

-74.4 (-38,6) a/ 

»«7 

29.0 

-JO 

'» * <,,' <*/%. ' •* J .-

-t1.2-

6.6 
.'•17*v 

v 3P.7_, j . 

i ; | e j p t ^ L A j C ^ ^ : ^ ^ a ^ s ojf-^ffif*al Of», 

.» ' S . ' : . . , -i „ • . _>• ' . _ ' - ! ' • 

¡ # ? : : I n r 3 l ^ ^ t J ^ ! t h « ' i ^ ^ PW*«Vfc rthê JiSBssj. of *fc»:.ct*Rin {h*j*feas of sone 
fuels was not taken into account. Nor was expenditure reduced bfrrthe ^rtfefe«^Cfti1K|W» • * • * tp 

f ^ í t f f t ^ í l í f f f i t S ^ -J*¿»Pf.dtf«W«» ÈfiÊSIÊàm ae#unt the 
deficit shrinks to USS 38.6 billion. • »•! ¡. y-vf r*-*v-• c ^ W r y ^ r»-?? -••'••¡.•s:i<r c--. i.-** 
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IV. CO-OPERATICN FKOM THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. 

A. Introduction 

157. As has been pointed out in previous chapters, the natural disaster which 
occurred on 5 March 1987 caused considerable direct damage together with an 
aftermath of losses which will be felt throughout the remainder of the year 
and during part of 1988. 

158. In addition to cutting short the lives of a large number of Ecuadorian 
citizens, the disaster worsened the living conditions of the population in the 
zones affected by the earthquakes and landslides which, unfortunately, are 
also those where the country's lowest income strata live. In addition, the 
disaster caused serious damage to the country's capital stock, brought about 
huge losses in production —mainly in oil— and obliged the government to 
incur increased expenditure to provide goods and a number of services. This 
has had adverse effects on the major national macroeconomic variables as a 
result of the drop in the growth of gross domestic product, the increase in 
expenditure and the decline in government income together with the rise in the 
balance-of-payments deficit resulting from the shrinkage of exports. 

159. The country will be obliged to incur unforeseen expenditure in order to 
rehabilitate and replace, rather than increase, its capital stock, which 
involves considerably higher replacement costs than the initial value of the 
damaged or destroyed stock. Moreover, the capacity of the national economy 
—which was already experiencing serious difficulties, principally in the 
external sector— to finance such expenditure will of necessity be reduced at 
least during this and the coming year. Mention should also be made of the 
unpostponable need to initiate as soon as possible a programme of 
rehabilitation and reconstruction, as any delay could lead to spontaneous 
migrations of population towards urban areas and to other social problems, the 
cost of which would be considerable in economic and political terms. 

160. Consequently, international co-operation for rehabilitation and 
reconstruction is vital if Ecuador is — i n the first instance— to make good 
the damage and losses resulting from the disaster and —secondly— to restore 
its capacity to meet its international commitments. 

B. Purpose and characteristics of co-operation 

161. Once the damage and the social and economic consequences of the disaster 
have been identified and analysed, it is possible to pinpoint the following 
principal objectives for the co-operation from the international community in 
rehabilitation and reconstruction: 

a) To restore —and even improve— the living conditions of the 
population directly affected by the disaster; 

b) To restore national production and export capacities, mainly in the 
hydrocarbon sector; and 

c) To restore the country's capacity to achieve adequate economic growth 
and to meet its external commitments. 



amount of US$ 1 bill ion between 1987 and 1989 in order to offset the damage 
caused by the disaster. 

K3^»-. I|t view of tiNi ciiarAObei^stjxx of tbe problflas to be solvad,2&'' and the 

=r!ffTwî fXi'-'.ifr:Vtl'l'"'̂ '"Bi>nMii(iiry .for, tîm '"fWfH1* funds to be çraotted tati extremely 

lC^>^XproilP€lPHilE ,#'::' ,'l7l-l:n:';l ' r'-V* . I''-̂ ?]'':'::' :-1*V"v 

164* Tb* rasGaislemB iftiich the crcweriiKeenJtiwill insvi^oiblv faofe as .a insult o£ tiy 
"á*saj|lHBr jiaTdçubtedly ffijtffft^ Qif̂ iiiiFK̂ f ' ̂ ""ír1, r1T?l<IIIB*w*̂  TOf *̂  T>ygy|y'tiiiiBfr> or.oòLan of 
direct financial ' support. Moreover, external loans , should be granted on 
extremely flexible terns with regard to the requirements for local counterpart 
funds. 

nl^Pfe.T|ffettffM^iM^^ «HgtllH ' b » TnarwÊ/mnnoA t o S S t a s i d e 
traditional procedures for requesting and granting loans, as the tasks of 
rehabilitation and reconstruction will need to be carried out rapidly to avoid 
ijSWBftWt,;;;iP?^^:;-:":,i'TiW,ifff||^r',.-i: :;ftri:• excellent partial solution would*1 be the 
XMoa^JMitation for reconstruction xurcoeea of the unused oart of loans alreadv 
granted. 

-••yf:;'-': internatiorffll q^tWMÉfTV 

166. It ia not necessary to await the preparation of ccttpleta programmes of 
rehabilitation and reconstruction in order to indicate the principal areas of 
action which require immediate international co-operation. The diagnosis set 
out iiitfcis document ^dearly identifies the ^fwiHiy'-stictor# ffrri ygw|#>*fffr1 
areas w h i ^ should be given priority in r^abilitation and recx^nstruction. 
Moreover the Ecuadorian Government Is mV»)hling its efforts to prepare 
concrete requests for funds for specific projects which will undoubtedly fall 

167. A number of suggestions relating to the areas of international 
cio-qperation wMch óeeerve priority aire indicated below. They are divided into 
the traditional stages ' of rehabilitation' and reconstruction»;, on the assumption 
that the emergency phase has been completed. It should nevertheless be pointed 
out that the activities included in these stages do not necessarily follow a 
stiuict cluxoologic^ order> and that in many cases it will be necessary to -
tvC9cle.rthsB 1 A a syjstsm&tic and cosclsBBntary-fashion. ? 

168. Oo-operation in respect of renabilitatím only diffère from tt 
in reconstruction in so far as it has to be carried out within a period of up 
to six months, whale reconstruction can ba spread over two to-tfcnee years. - . 

1. Financial co-operation 

169. During the rehabilitation staoe. areas of financial co-operation linked 
to sectors which require support as a result of the disaster have been 
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identified. A summary of these is given in table 13 and they are briefly 
described below. 

170. First of all, the public sector will require support in respect of the 
balance of payments in order to solve short-term problems. For example, in 
accordance with the provisions of the Santo Domingo Agreement, the central 
banks of the signatory countries could place deposits with the Central Bank of 
Ecuador in order to provide temporary relief from the foreign exchange 
shortage. In addition, in specific cases of bilateral trade agreements those 
countries with quarterly or half yearly balances in their favour could 
postpone collection of these sums far a further period. Moreover, the 
governments of the developed countries could support the requests made by 
Ecuador to their private banks in respect of renegotiations on its external 
debt. 

171. Secondly, with regard to the health sector, funds on suitable terms will 
be necessary to repair the water supply and sanitary drainage systems which 
were damaged. 

172. Thirdly, once the relevant technical studies have been carried out, 
financial support will be necessary far implementing the resettlement 
programme in the eastern region. 

173. Fourthly, as far as transport is concerned, funds will be necessary to 
build the pilot road between Hollín and Ooca so as to provide a land link 
between the eastern areas and the Sierra. Bailey-type bridges are also 
required to complete the section of road between Hollín and Coca and to set up 
an emergency stock. Earthmoving machinery and equipment is also required to 
carry out repairs to secondary and feeder roads. 

174. Moreover, it is necessary to provide funding to carry out iinnediate 
repairs to the structures which make up the cultural and historical heritage 
in the cities of Quito and Ibarra. 

175. Finally, financial support is vital to ensure agricultural production in 
the disaster areas. 

176. As far as the reconstruction stage is concerned —which could be begun 
immediately as pointed out above— six sectors require financial co-operation 
(See table 13). 

177. The health sector requires funds for the reconstruction of the hospitals 
and health centres which were destroyed in urban areas, as well as far the 
construction of rural health centres in the Amazon region to make up far the 
shortcomings revealed by the disaster. 

178. The reconstruction of public and private schools in both urban and rural 
areas also requires financing on favourable terms. 



Table 13 

POSSIBLE AREAS OF INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION WITH ECUADOR FOLL0UIN8TM NATURAL DISASTER 

Stages and sectors 

Financial co-operation 

Proposed activity Possible 
of co-operation 

technical co-operátfon 

Proposai activity i nsBible sources 
of co-operation 

I . Staoeof rehabilitation 

1. Public sector 

2. Health sector 

3. Housing and human 
settlements 

As provided for in the Santo 
Domingo Agreement, transfer 
of deposits to the Central 
Bank of Ecuador for 
teaporary balance-of-payments 
support 

Postponement of the quarterly or 
half-yearly collection of balances 
owed by Ecuador under bilateral 
trade agreements 

Support for Ecuadorian 
requests and arguments 
in renegotiating the external 
debt with the private banks 
of developed countries 

Rehabilitation of water 
supply and drainage 
systems 

Resettlement programa* 
in the eastern area 

Latin American 
governments 

Co-peratfon through the 
transfer «t> Ecuador 
atrnT l ' i lemtliaàmieamttmai -aft» ^t¿nmt*a*Sa»mm,áA ' 

renagoctef vane or -ma 

external debt 

OEMLA 

tstln American 
governmsnts 

Latin ican 

Governments of 
developed countries 

IDB 
IBRD 
Governments 

IDB 

Governments 

Diseeee-menf taring 

prégyesms t H tKe 
¿Master aria " 

Studies to define the FAO 
characteristics of the resettlement Severn**!*!' 
progrmaw in the eastern reglan 



Table 13 (cont. 1) 

Financial co-operation 

Stages and sectors Proposed activity Possible sources 
of co-operation 

Technical co-operation 

Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 

Extension program» for the UNCHS 

rehabilitation and reconstruction UNDP 

of rural housing with earthquake- Governments 

resistant characteristics, using 

indigenous materials and 

appropriate technologies 

Design of credit mechanisms 

for the rehabilitation and 

reconstruction of low-cost 
housing 

Strengthening the capacity 

of the National Housing 

Board to administer rural 

housing credit 

Definition of a legal 

framework for the restoration 
of the central area of Quito 

Improvement of the capacity 

of Quito Municiapl Council 

to restore and preserve the 

historic centre 

Seismic-risk analysis for seme 

human settlements --such as 

Baeza-- in order to determine 

UNCHS 

UNDP 

Governments 

UNCHS 

UNDP 

UNCHS 

UNDP 
UNESCO 

UNCHS 

UNDP 
UNESCO 

UNCHS 

UNDP 
UNDRO 

whether it is necessary to 

relocate then 



Financial co-operation r- i , . jssi-- j ¡ . 

Stages and *ae$pc» activity (feasible sources 
of co-operation 

Technical co-operation 

Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 

4 . Transport and tele-

eoMliçaCjiones 

Construction, of < pi lot road 

between Nell in and Coca Governments 

Promotion and démonstration 

Df the us» of wooden 

bridges for short spans and 

limited U 

ONIOO 

UNDP 

Donation and installation Governments 
of Bai ley-type bridges on 
tfe* HoU fn-C«e* road and to .•.-.«,_-*-. 

constitute an emergency reserve ^ 

Donation of earth-moving Governments 
machinery and equipment to work 
on feeder and secondary roads 

Survey of possible new 
tandsUde» and- recosmendat i ans 
for «hat atabtt i est io» of t slopes 
I n the Amatpn end coastal régions 

IDB 

Governments 

5. Hydrocarbons Assistance with bringing the 

Lago Agrio oi l f i e ld into 

operation 

Governments 

Analysis, of the avai labi l i ty 

of petroleu* and by-products 

for domestic consumption, 

during «he period of returning 

the borrowed producte 

DfC& 

UNDP 

6. Buildings Review of the ouiIdtng-design 
code to ensure earthquake-
proof construction 

IDB 
O A S ^ -<'>••.%•.•? 

UWP.M'-1 --•-• 
UNESCO 
Governments 



e 13 (cont. 3) 

Financial co-operation Technical co-operation 

Stages and sectors Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 
Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 

7. Cultural and 
historical heritage 

8. Agriculture and 
industry 

Rehabilitation of structures 

forming the historic 

heritage in Quito and Ibarra 

Financing for agricultural 
production and replacement 
of livestock 

UNESCO 
Governments 

IDB 
IBRD 
I FAD 
Governments 

Detailed survey of the 
state of ancient monuments 
to which damage is not evident 

Assistance with the 
use of high-acid content 
African palm oil 

UNESCO 

Governments 

FAO 
UNIDO 

UNDP 

9. Environment 

II. Reconstruction stage 

1. Health Reconstruction of, and provision of IDB 

equipment for, hospitals and health IBRD 

centres in urban areas Governments 

Assessment of the environmental ECLAC 

impact of the disaster and UNEP 

recommendations for restoring Governments 

pre-disaster conditions 

Formulation of emergency disaster PAHO/UHO 

plans for the rehabilitation and Governments 

reconstruction of water-supply 

and sewerage systems 

2. Education 

3. Housing and human 
settlements 

Construction of rural health 

centres in the Amazon region 

Reconstruction of classrooms 

in urban and rural areas 

Reconstruction of housing 

in urban areas 

IDB 
Governments 

IDB 
IBRD 
UNESCO 

Governments 

IDB 
IBRD 
Governments 

Disaster preparedness 
education in schools 

OAS 

Governments 



Table M (cent!. 4) 

Stages and sectors 

Financial co-operation 

Proposed activity Possible sources 
of co-operation 

Technical co-operation 

Pto^éd «c^Vlty 
ï j î MfSC 

IMtJslb to sources 

«f co-operation 

• . . t y t i i . ; 

ReconstruBtion of housing 

Jn th§J>istoçic centpe of Quito 

. -3WH.. 

Reconstruction of housing in 
rural areas, using appropriate 
materials and technologies 

governments 

IBRD 
Governments 

4. Transport and 
tel ecomwiicat ions 

ïÈ.ai•:••..tf q*„.'.É-íe->)uwc: 

Installation of tele-
coMnunications networks in 
the Amazon region 

Definitive reconstruction 
of the Baeza-lago Agrio highway 

IM 
IB!» 
CAP 
Governments 

I M 

CAF 

f i e l d surveys and de* ign > " ^ i * 1 

fo r iCs^yeteHl t fe iN loapofBKhr^ 

a ia iway «MtweenrBeecs art i L r a , ^ 

tagp.«triOi> t:i« ?v •-.*&.¿¿* • 

Study of the opticus 

location of highway», .%r#d|es 

and rai I ways* threughoot the ' - '-

country, tatrtng1 nwrconsKteration 

tHk risk of d iset te» ^ 

IDT 

mo 
Governments 

IDS 

its 

S. Electr ic i ty 

6. Hydrocarbons 

Hydrological studies to restore UNO 

records which were lost for two UNDP 

hydroelectric projects Governments 

8tu«és to dètertiifnirilttrtiatlve tUSP 

routes f*r¡the.gl* 'and o i l pipe- Governments 

lines, in order to eliminate or 

lessen their present vulnerability 

Stutíiés on the'expansion of the 
production capocity of the Lago 
Agrio o i l f i e l d , taking into' 
account the increased crude-oil 
transport capacity resulting 
from the construction of the oi l 
pipeline through Colombia 

CAf 
..õe-vtifXi' 

Governments 



Table 13 (cont.5> 

Financial co-operation Technical co-operation 

Stages and sectors Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 
Proposed activity Possible sources 

of co-operation 

Review of the domestic price ECLAC 

policy for hydrocarbon by-products UNDP 

in order to optimize their use Governments 

7. Buildings Reconstruction of reform 

centres 
IDB 
Governments 

8. Cultural heritage 

9. Regional development 

Support for the establishment of UNCHS 
an integrated national system for UNESCO 
the restoration and conservation Governments 
of the historic and cultural 
heritage 

Studies relating to regional ECLAC/ILPES 

development in the Amazon region, FAO 
to design programmes to make up CAS 

for deficiencies affecting social UNEP 

sectors, only based on UNFPA 

the migratory characteristics Governments 
or trends of the population 

o 

10. Disaster preparedness 

and prevention 

Establishment of systems for 
hydrological, meteorological and 
vulcanological forecasting and 
monitoring 

CAS 
WHO 
UNDP 
UNESCO 
Governments 

Strengthening of the 

organizational capacity of the 

civil defence system to face 

emergencies 

UNDP 

Governments 

Preparation of risk maps relating 
to natural disasters 

GAS 

UNDRO 

Governments 

Table 13 (concl.) 



Financial «a-operatlett 
T T I j «h f l i 

Stages, end,sectors fif>alafa#iWty 
i . Possible «áureas 

o£ co-operation 
Proposed activity 

Technical ̂ c*ïperat1dn 

* » i ; I " l j 1̂ 1 

1» fll i im r i i I f ,-t "in 

rs f r̂ 7" 
Adaptation of acononfc 
devaluiMtuuj. plans to taka into' 
account tip rahabilltatfon and 
reconstruction plans following 
the ditaster 

Pe«f ble sources 

of w-a^eratfK 

11. Economic pLanftinf EÇUH$/ttPÍ9 
draft 
I*PP 

12; Rural devwtspBri* 

fc! 

Orawin|qp^d»velopl|Bnt plan» 
for the ruf-al areafi affected, 
in order to overcoie the J 

deficiencies prior to, as Heli
as those resulting fron the 
disaster 

ywf> "' 
Goveensents 
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179. As far as housing is concerned, three different programmes aimed at 
different beneficiaries require different types of financial support; the 
reconstruction of housing in the rural sector, in which the victims require 
extremely soft credit; the reconstruction of 1 000 dwellings of particular 
worth in the historical centre of Quito; and finally, the reconstruction of 
low-cost urban dwellings in the rest of the area affected by the disaster. 

180. With regard to the transport and communications sector, funding will be 
necessary for the definitive reconstruction of the highway between Baeza and 
lago Agrio, and to set up teleconmunications systems in the Amazon region to 
provide services for isolated communities. 

181. Funds will be necessary for the reconstruction of three social 
rehabilitation centres located in Quito. 

182. Finally, funds will be necessary to set up or improve systems and 
networks for forecasting and monitoring hydrological and meteorological as 
well as volcanological and tectonic phenomena. 

2. Technical co-operation 

183. In order to ensure that the above investments are successful and, in some 
cases, to decide upon the best way of carrying them out, specialized technical 
co-operation is vital (see table 13). 

184. During the rehabilitation stage, the Ecuadorian public sector could 
benefit from a regular flow of information on the experience of other 
countries in the region in their renegotiation of their external debt, in 
order to support the steps being undertaken by Ecuador. 

185. As far as the health sector is concerned, technical co-operation will be 
necessary to carry out the epidemic monitoring programme recently begun in the 
eastern region of the country. 

186. In regard, to housing and human settlements, many areas could benefit from 
international technical co-operation. These include technical studies to 
define all the details of the resettlement programme in the eastern region; 
extension schemes to encourage the use of indigenous materials and appropriate 
technology for the construction of rural dwellings capable of withstanding 
earthquakes; the design of credit mechanisms for réhabilitation and 
reconstruction of low-cost dwellings; improving the institutional structure of 
the National Housing Board in order to administer credit for rural housing; 
the development of a legal framework for the restoration of the historical 
centre of Quito; improving the capacity of the Quito Municipal Council to 
restore and conserve its historical centre; and finally, seismic-risk analysis 
in a number of cities such as Baeza to determine whether it would be desirable 
to relocate them on safer sites. 

187. m the transport sector, assistance is required in detecting potential 
future landslides and in drawing up measures to stabilize slopes in both the 
Amazon and coastal regions, m addition, it would be necessary to continue to 
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Ids. lhe hydrocarbon sector might require assistance to bring, tibe Lago Agrio 
oi l fields into operation and to solve any unforeseen problems which flight 

^ JrarabM ' and petruLeüm c¿D¿acts > for dcroastic consumption durim the 

1Ô9. Assistance is also required to review the design and cpristruc^c*! cxides 
and standards for earthquake-resistant buildings. 

;$0. Jii tjj*' b^stp¡r$caí ¿entre, ,of, Qg3tó¿. international coopération will be 
required to assess the state of ancient sjqnuments in which the ¿earthquake 
damage i s not evident. 

ule "of n\ignîy áci^;:^f^^;^imit.ftil, 
i¡s respired, in, connection 

192. Assistires is required to determine the effect of the disaster on the 
environment and to put forward recoranendatiens for environmental protection. 

193. ¿J^^USf the refonstrac±ion stade', ,çorODeration will be necessary to draw 
up plans for emergency rehabilitation. luna reconstruction óf the water S$ply 
and drainage networks. Similarly, support will be required for an educational 
campaign to be carried out in schools on how to face all types of disaster. 

194. The transport sector will need technical co-operation to carry out field 
surveys and to design the reconstruction of the highway between Baeza and Lago 

listanoe will also ba.xequired in determining the optimum, location 
_ , tos, railyays aria brijsjgeB Uuõuj*xrt thé country/ talcing into acqpunt 

the risk bi their being ajtfected by all types of disasters. 

î$p. -Assistance will also be, required to carry ouÇ hydrological and 
meteorological studies Co restore the records which were lost as a result of 
the destruction of the camps and stations of two hydroelectric.projects. 

196, lhe hydrocarbon sector requires technical co-operation in order to carry 
gut studies to lessen or eliminate existing risJcé and to define alternative 
rjputes fop the oil ana gas pipelines; studies on the expansion of the 
production capacity of the Lago Agrio oil field, taking advantage of the 
increased crude-oil transport capacity. available through Ooloilpia; and 
reassessment and updating of the domestic price policy for petroleum by-

197. It .will also, be desirable to provide support to establish a definitive 
and irtorated.national system for restoring and preserving the historical and 
cultural heritage/ taking advantage of the ad hoc committee set up as à result 
of the disaster. 
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198. Technical co-operation would be extremely important far the execution of 
a study and integral regional development plan in the Amazon region to provide 
a solution to existing social deficiencies, based upon the population's 
migratory trends. 

199. Assistance will be necessary in order to strengthen the organizational 
and operational capacity of the civil defence system to face emergencies 
arising out of all types of disasters. It will also be necessary to provide 
support for drawing up maps showing the risks of all types of natural disaster 
throughout the country. 

200. Finally it will be necessary to continue to provide co-operation in order 
to adjust economic development plans to incorporate the rehabilitation and 
reconstruction following the disaster. 

201. Oo-operation will also be necessary to prepare development plans for the 
rural areas affected, in order to overcome the shortcomings which existed 
prior to the disaster as well as its consequences. 

202. Finally, in view of the landslides and floods which have affected large 
areas of the coastal provinces as a result of recent heavy rainfall, it will 
be necessary to carry out an assessment of the damage resulting therefrom, to 
analyse its economic and social repercussions, and to draw up rehabilitation 
and reconstruction programmes and projects. 

Notes 

y See R. Jovel, Economic and social consequences of recent maior natural 
ftigagt-AT-s in Latin America and the Caribbean,. International Seminar on 
Regional Development Planning for Disaster Prevention, Hagoya, Japan, 1986. 

2/ It should be borne in mind in this connection that three days' 
seismographic recordings at the volcano show that 99.5% of the earthquakes 
were of tectonic origin, whereas only the remaining 0.5% were of volcanic 
origin and could be ascribed to the normal activity of the volcano. 
Furthermore, visual inspection of the volcano showed no unusual activity. 

2/ In 1955 an earthquake which registered 6.7 on the Richter scale whose 
origin could have been identical to that of 5 March 1987 occurred in the same 
area; as at that time the area was uninhabited the damage caused was not very 
significant. According to same researchers the earthquake which ravaged Ibarra 
in 1868 may have originated in the same fault. 

4/ Before the earthquakes of 5 March 1987, the government was in the 
process of preparing emergency plans in case the Reventador volcano erupted. 

5/ In fact, many places where there are large volumes of unconsolidated 
material about to slide have been identified. It will not take new earthquakes 
to cause this; the rainfall which is expected in the next months would be 
enough. 

6/ This estimate differs from the investment requirements for 
reconstruction —860 million sucres— submitted by the authorities of the 
health sector. This is due to the fact that they include the cost of building 
the new hospital in Tulcan that had been provided for in the regular 
investment budget whose implementation is now being brought forward instead of 
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repairing the existing installations. Moreover, this figure also includes the 
cost of extending the capacity of other medical centres, and the construction 
of a nuaber of rural health centres in areas where there «ere none. All of 
this represents a legitimate need which, however, cannot be costad as being 
attributable to the disaster. 

2/ The unit housing repair costs adopted were 300 000 sucres for the 
historical centre of Quito, 150 000 sucres for the remaining urban area, and 
70 000 sucres for dwellings in rural areas. The costs of rebuilding were 1 200 
000 suererf for clw&llings in urban areas, arid 180 000 sucres for those in rural 
areas. x • -

$/ Mote that these damages refer exclusively to those caused by the 
earthquakes and landslides; they do not include damage which ijts normally 
rawjtfwü by rain in the region, 

"*"* S/^tíÊâria alio tte possibility "of using'another alternative route 
s£tam*|h toe- north of the country and the south of Çblombía^ using the 
1 ^ Garitean highway a M third class roads in Colombia. This idea was rejected 
because of the greater distance involved and the fact that ft would be 
necessary to use barges over a stretch of almost 10 kilometres on a frontier 
river (San Miguel) where there is no bridge linking the two countries. 

10/ This will require an investment of 600 million sucres (US$ 4 million) 
which cannot be considered as a direct or indirect cost of the disaster, but 
which represents a legitimate need for the development and well-being of the 
population in the affected area. 

11/ It should be noted that in one of these work sites the network of 
hydrometric stations was also destroyed and the hydrological records for the 
project were lost. 

12/ These estimates were compiled on the basis of information provided by 
the Ministry of Agriculture, as well as information included in the document 
prepared by the CAS, entitled Evolución de impactos del sismo del pasado 5 de 
IffllTIK» flff 1?97r Quito, 1987. 

13/ The permanent reconstruction of the oil pipeline can only be decided 
after alternative routes are studied and one is selected where the pipeline 
would be most secure in the event of disasters of any sort. 

14/ This requires that Ecuador pay the cost of transporting the crude 
from and to Curacao, and that it repay the loan with crude from the eastern 
region at a higher exchange ratio, on account of the différent characteristics 
of the crudes involved. 

15/ Early in April, the Government of Ecuador received and accepted in 
principle a generous offer of the Government of Peru to provide a loan of oil 
products to meet the needs of this region. This loan would subsequently be 
repaid with Ecuadorian crude oil. Ecuador will pay the cost of transport. 

16/ This calls for an increase of about 10% over the pre-earthquake 
production level, which is considered feasible. Increased production will 
undoubtedly require increased investments in wells, spread over a longer term. 

17/ This includes damage to social rehabilitation centres. The government 
has, however, decided to advance the date of construction of new buildings 
(previously scheduled for future years) instead of repairing old structures. 
Thus, the investment requirements submitted by the government are higher than 
the cost imputed to the disaster in this document. 

18/ In this sense, the disaster was atypical by comparison with other 
great catastrophes which have occurred recently in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. In general, disasters caused by geological phenomena have resulted 
in substantial damage to infrastructure and relatively mild damage in the area 
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of production; as a general rule, disasters of meteorological origin, such as 
floods and droughts, cause more damage in the realm of production, especially 
agricultural production. See Economic and social consequences of recent major 
natural <*jgflg*-«iy in Latin America and the Caribbean., op.cit. 

19/ lhe figures shown do not include 75 000 inhabitants of the Province 
of Napo who have been cut off as an indirect consequence of the severing of 
the road between the Oriente and the Sierra. 

20/ lhe figures for the sums disbursed and amortization payments given in 
the balance of payments include approximately one billion refinanced dollars* 

21/ Ihis downturn in the product is similar to that which occurred in 
1983 as a result of an earlier natural disaster caused by floods. See the 
ECIAC document, the Natural Disasters of 1982-1983 in B O ^ Y J ^ , Er»*flfr?r flffl* 
Peru. (E/CEPAL/G.1274), 1984. 

22/ It should be borne in mind that a significant proportion of the final 
users of these funds belong to the rural sector and their repayment capacity 
is extremely limited, as they are engaged in what is virtually subsistence 
agriculture. 


